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Summary of Findings 
Current and Future Gun/Ammo Sales and Market Share 
 Demand and sales for guns and ammunition experienced 

the traditional summer slowdown, and also have cooled 
from the “panic buying” that occurred during 2013’s first 
two quarters when stricter gun-control measures were 
being discussed by the government. 

 Twenty-four of 30 sources expect sales growth of guns 
and ammunition to remain strong, but not as explosive, 
during the fourth quarter and into 2014. Fourth-quarter 
sales should receive a boost from the hunting and holiday 
seasons. 

 Demand for guns and ammunition appears to be rising 
annually. Many sources said market conditions have 
created a “new normal,” and now expect annual sales 
growth of 15% to 20%, up from the previous 10% to 15% 
increase. However, ammunition sales have been 
hampered by low inventory. 

Manufacturing, Orders and Inventory Trends 
 Gun inventory has improved, and shelves are starting to 

have more stock. Ammunition inventory remains low and 
is more slowly being rebuilt. Several popular ammunition 
calibers are in short supply. Sources believe the ammo 
shortage will not be resolved for another 12 to 18 months. 

 Those gaining share in the current market include gun 
manufacturers Sturm Ruger & Co. Inc. (RGR), Smith & 
Wesson Holding Corp. (SWHC), Sig Sauer Inc. and 
Cerberus Capital Management/Freedom Group’s 
Remington Arms Co., as well as ammunition producers 
Olin Corp.’s (OLN) Winchester and Alliant Techsystems Inc. 
(ATK). 

Average Shopping Basket/Order Size and Margin Trends 
 The average gun buyer’s shopping basket also contains 

such items as ammunition, a belt or holster, a cleaning 
kit, ear protectors, a gun case or a safe. These additional 
purchases can add $75 to $225 to the basket total. 

 Margin trends have been up for retailers and generally flat 
for manufacturers, wholesalers and suppliers. 
Ammunition manufacturers have had some margin 
pressure related to the scarcity of some raw materials and 
an inability to pass on their increased costs. 

Research Question: 

Will sales growth for gun and ammunition manufacturers continue to be explosive, or 
will it return to more normal levels? 

Silo Summaries 
1) WHOLESALERS 
All five sources said sales have increased in the range of 8% to 
40% year to year. Two sources said the explosive growth of early 
2013 has not continued, but they expect demand to continue to 
rise into 2014. Manufacturers are beginning to catch up on their 
backlogs, but one source the late delivery of a backorder 
resulted in inventory surplus during the traditionally slow 
summer. Fourth-quarter demand from hunters and holiday 
buying is expected to resolve any surplus of firearms. This same 
source said some retailers have cut orders. 
 
2) SUPPLY CHAIN 
All five sources said demand for guns, ammunition and other 
firearm accessories is strong and ahead of the industry’s 
traditional 10% to 15% annual growth expectations. Despite a 
slowdown from the first half of the year, a new growth normal 
may be established at 15% to 20% per year. The third-quarter 
slowing allowed some firearm manufacturers to make progress 
on backorders and retailers to restock firearms. The ammunition 
manufacturers are experiencing raw material shortages that are 
hampering their progress in meeting demand. One ammunition 
source does not expect to be caught up until early 2014. 
 
3) GUN STORE OWNERS AND EXECUTIVES 
Five of six sources expect demand and sales of guns and 
ammunition to continue to remain strong but not at the panic 
level that took the industry by surprise in late 2012 and the first 
half of this year. Much more normal demand is expected, with 
annual sales increasing 15% to 20% year to year going forward. 
The ammunition backlog is improving, but some backorders still 
exist. Oversupply is not a concern. The dissenting source, based 
in California, said pending regional gun laws will create buying 
booms but that overall demand will drop because of 
oversaturation, an exaggerated used market and some tabled 
legislation. He also said some of his dealers have canceled 
orders. 
 
4) GUN STORE MANAGERS AND EMPLOYEES 
Now that panic buying has subsided, these 10 sources said 
demand for guns has fallen 10% to 60% year to year and quarter 
to quarter. Still, sources expect fourth-quarter sales to rise, 
thanks to the hunting and holiday seasons. Ammunition 
shortages linger, and manufacturers have not said when orders 
and supplies will catch up to demand. 
 
5) INDUSTRY SPECIALISTS 
Three of four sources expect demand for firearms and 
ammunition to continue to be strong into 2014; two of the three 
expect the growth rate to return to more normal levels. The 
remaining source expects sales to increase by 40% through 
2014. One source said demand eventually will drop by 25% for 
guns but will remain high for ammunition. 
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Background 
Following the December massacre at Sandy Hook Elementary School, the U.S. political system appeared to be positioned to 
pass tougher gun regulations. The debate took center stage in all media, and many consumers responded by “panic buying” 
firearms and ammunition during the first half of 2013. With no significant progress on the legislation front, demand for 
firearms has been returning to normal levels, but the panic buying period introduced new people, including many women, to 
gun ownership and has continued to fuel a seemingly ever-increasing demand for firearms and accessories, particularly those 
that improve firearm handling and accuracy. Future industry sales also could receive a boost from the development of 
biometric gun security. Meanwhile, law enforcement agencies have cited an ammunition shortage. This development could be 
exacerbated by new legislation increasing taxes on both guns and ammunition, which could push consumers to stock up in 
advance of any price changes. 
 
 
CURRENT RESEARCH 
Blueshift Research assessed whether the explosive sales growth for guns and ammunition can be sustained. We employed 
our pattern mining approach to establish six independent silos, comprising 30 primary sources and five relevant secondary 
sources focused on the guns and ammunition industry: 

1) Wholesalers (5) 
2) Supply chain (5) 
3) Gun store owners and executives (6) 
4) Gun store managers and employees (10) 
5) Industry specialists (4) 
6) Secondary sources (5) 

 
 

Next Steps 
Blueshift Research will continue to research the guns and ammunition market’s annual sales level in the fourth quarter and 
into 2014. We also will monitor the political climate surrounding gun and ammunition control and the related influence on 
demand and sales. We will research inventory backlogs and their effects on specific companies and the overall industry. 
Finally, we will determine which companies are gaining or losing market share. 
 

 
 

Sales Growth to 
Remain Explosive 

New Normal for 
Sales Growth 

Wholesalers  
  

Supply Chain 
  

Gun Store Owners and Executives 
  

Gun Store Managers and Employees  
  

Industry Specialists 
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Silos 
 
1) WHOLESALERS 
All five sources said sales have increased in the range of 8% to 40% year to year. Two sources said the explosive growth of 
early 2013 has not continued, but they expect demand to continue to rise into 2014. Manufacturers are beginning to catch 
up on their backlogs, but one source the late delivery of a backorder resulted in inventory surplus during the traditionally slow 
summer. Fourth-quarter demand from hunters and holiday buying is expected to resolve any surplus of firearms. This same 
source said some retailers have cut orders. Sturm, Ruger & Co. is gaining share because it was able to fill orders during the 
early 2013 peak demand. Smith & Wesson, Sig Sauer and Glock GmbH were identified as top gun companies, but one source 
said Glock was losing share. Another source discussed Smith & Wesson’s loss of a law enforcement contract to Glock. Alliant 
Techsystems is experiencing growth in ammo sales. Margins were referred to as stable, comfortable, low and squeezed. 
 
 
KEY SILO FINDINGS 
Current and Future Gun/Ammo Sales and Market Share 

- Sales up 8% to 40% yy because of gun buyers’ concerns over tighter gun regulations. 
- Sales and demand have dropped compared with the 1H13; however, sources expect Q4 to rebound because of 

hunting and holiday demand. 
- Strong demand for guns and ammunition is expected to continue into 2014 and could turn into another buying spree 

by another threat of tighter regulations. 
- The Washington, D.C., Navy Yard shooting has not affected these wholesalers. 

Manufacturing, Orders and Inventory Trends 
- Backlogs of firearms are improving; manufacturers are catching up. 
- Ammunition manufacturers are playing catch-up; backlogs still exist. 

Average Shopping Basket/Order Size and Margin Trends 
- Average shopping baskets at the retail level usually include three to four items including ammo, a belt or holster, and 

cleaning kit. These items usually add $100 to $200 to the total. 
- Margins were described as stable and comfortable, low but offset by higher volumes, and squeezed. 

 
 

1. Manager of customer service for a wholesaler in Texas  

Gun prices and sales have spiked in Texas, and this source does not expect to see normal levels before mid-2014. 
National sales, also up, are directly related to President Obama’s administration. This source’s own sales are up 8% year 
to year, with comfortable margins. The wholesaler does not have any backorder or oversupply issues. 

Current and Future Gun/Ammo Sales and Market Share 
 “I’m not seeing a decrease in sales at this time [for gun and ammo manufacturers].” 
 “In Texas, sales have spiked. I have not heard that it has flattened. We have not been affected.” 
 “We haven’t seen normal levels in a while. I’m not sure what they would be.” 
 “I hear that gun prices have increased although we have not raised our 

prices.” 
 “Overall sales have gone up the last year, but I have no idea of the 

percentage. Our sales increase around 8% yearly.” 
 “I would not expect gun and ammo sales to change in the first half of 2014. 

Right now I’m not seeing any change. It will always spike when there are 
rumblings in D.C.” 

 “The D.C. [Navy Yard] shootings haven’t affected sales.” 
 “Top gun manufacturers are Smith & Wesson, Sig Sauer and Glock. I don’t 

know the ammo companies.” 
Manufacturing, Orders and Inventory Trends 
 “We sell gun-related kits and not the finished products, so we have no 

In Texas, sales have spiked. I 
have not heard that it has 
flattened. We have not been 
affected. … We haven’t seen 
normal levels in a while. I’m not 
sure what they would be. 

Customer Service Manager, Wholesaler 
Texas 
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problem with backorders or oversupplies.” 
 “Our store makes orders once a week. I don’t know the number of orders that are gun-related. I’m not involved on 

that end. But we have not needed to bring in extra help.” 
Average Shopping Basket/Order Size and Margin Trends 
 “A gun purchase must have a belt and carry clips, so that would cost under $100.” 
 “Our margins are stable and comfortable.” 

 
 

2. Sales manager for a wholesaler in Missouri  

Gun and supply sales will continue to be strong for the next few years although target-range ammunition supplies have 
dried up. Sales fluctuate throughout the year; they are flat quarter to quarter but up as much as 40% year to year. Orders 
are up about 20% year to date on some items. The wholesaler sells more than it takes in and currently does not have an 
oversupply issue. Prices are lower than for other wholesalers, so margins may be less as well. However, the source 
reported making up for this with higher volume. All gun manufacturers are “at the top of their game,” while the ammo 
companies are playing catch-up. 

Current and Future Gun/Ammo Sales and Market Share 
 “Sales are definitely loosening up a bit on all accounts, except for ammo. Guns sales remain strong and will for a few 

years. Supplies are strong also.” 
 “Ammo is hard to get, and you hear all kinds of explanations for that. Sales for .10-caliber, the target range, have 

dried up, and we are already sold through next year. We’ve sold every target range we could get our hands on. The 
higher ammunition is starting to show up.” 

 “Sales usually ebb and flow. We start off the year selling fast, then slow down a bit.” 
 “Year to year, our sales have been up maybe as high as 30% to 40%. Sales for the next year will really depend on the 

politicians.” 
 “Quarter to quarter, our sales are about even, mostly because of seasonal sales.” 
 “All of the gun manufacturers are at the top of their game.” 
 “The ammo manufacturers have backed off a bit, but now everyone is trying to catch up, including the gun 

manufacturers.” 
 “The D.C. shootings didn’t affect sales.” 
Manufacturing, Orders and Inventory Trends 
 “We sell more items than we take in. We have no backorders, especially ammunition. But it is hard to say how long 

this will continue.” 
 “We haven’t had an oversupply problem for a while, although it does happen.” 
 “Orders are doing well this year—maybe up 20% on some items, others less.” 
 “Our quarter-to-quarter orders have been up just a bit; under 10% is a guess.” 
 “No one around here has had to cut orders. We want them to keep coming.” 
Average Shopping Basket/Order Size and Margin Trends 
 “This all depends on the [items in a shopping basket], but it has to be several hundred dollars. You need ammo, a 

holster or belt, clips.” 
 “We keep prices low so our margins may be lower than others, but we sell quite a bit.” 

 
 

3. Sales manager for a handgun, ammunition and accessory wholesaler to dealers/retailers 

The explosive growth that defined the first half of 2013 will not continue, but the industry’s constant upward trend will 
continue, with peak growth periods triggered by politics or tragedy. Normal growth is 10% to 15% a year, but a new, 
higher and, as yet, undetermined normal will emerge once the market levels. Backlogged orders have left this wholesaler 
with higher than normal inventory, but business should pick up in the fourth quarter. Shortages remain for certain types 
of ammunition. Sturm, Ruger & Co. is gaining market share, in part because Ruger was able to fill orders more efficiently 
than its competitors. Glock is losing share. On the ammunition side, Alliant Techsystems has exhibited growth and is 
expanding into firearms through Savage Arms. 
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Current and Future Gun/Ammo Sales and Market Share 
 “Sales are up 10% to 15% since last year, and that is the typical growth we see in the industry every year.” 
 “Things always return to normal. But after one of these surges, there is a new norm and that is higher than in the 

past.” 
 “The typical trend is up and down, and things can move when there is a tragedy or some politician tries to pass gun 

laws. That spurs fear among purchasers, and they start to hoard. That also means that people pay top dollar 
because the retailers jack up the price.” 

 “Are things as good as before? No. We have seen a 30% to 40% drop in 
sales since things were up. I like to say we are in a hangover period.” 

 “Things will never be where they were in the first and second quarters of 
this year unless some strict legislation passes or there is another tragedy. 
That’s what drives the cycles and creates the up moves. I have seen similar 
incidents over the years, but the up part of the cycle has never lasted this 
long. This upsell and backlog has been unusually long, the last three full 
quarters.” 

 “Summer is slow. September and October, things typically pick up, and then 
in November and December there is a rush for the holidays and hunting 
season and winter.” 

 “We are still seeing a shortage in ammunition. Manufacturers are working seven days a week, three shifts a day to 
catch up. I can’t say what the problem or holdup is, but I have gotten 25% of what we need. We have certain 
expectations and projections, and normally we plan orders for $2 million in sales on one particular type of 
ammunition. We have not received the shipment because of the shortage, so I am [$1.5 million] behind and it’s 
already nine months in. Normally I would only have half a million worth of what I need to meet expectations.” 

 “It seems like the larger manufacturing brands are building out. Remington Ammunition … announced an expansion 
of its manufacturing capability. Ruger is opening a new facility.” 

 “Ruger gained market share, hand over fist. That’s because they were able to deliver orders when others could not. 
They have the manufacturing capability, and it’s far above that of anyone else. That means they gain the confidence 
of wholesalers like us because we know we can get the distribution we need. Ruger manufactures and focuses on 
the small subcompact handgun. They do a lot of tactical, hunting, law enforcement and the carrying professional but 
also civilian sales.” 

 “I’m not as familiar with [Olin’s] Winchester. They are a manufacturer more 
of hunting firearms, although they are trying to push more into the tactical 
area. Smith & Wesson focuses on law enforcement, but they just lost a deal 
from the Atlanta Police Department in Georgia to Glock. Glock has been 
aggressively pursuing law enforcement, but I still think overall that Glock is 
losing market share.” 

 “ATK [Alliant Techsystems] is more into ammunition although they recently 
bought Savage, which is more into hunting firearms. So I guess ATK is 
moving into firearms.” 

 “Tactical manufacturers have been under pressure, and they are trying to 
change from being seen as assault rifle makers to makers of sporting rifles. 
That’s because of the connotation of the tactical.” 

 “We also have seen an explosion in the number of gun store openings in 
the last six months all across the country. We have 150 to 200 new 
customers on our roster over the first, second and third quarters. Typically 
they are small operators or online retailers, jumping on the bandwagon, but 
will they last? No.” 

Manufacturing, Orders and Inventory Trends 
 “Manufacturers are definitely catching up with their backlogs. I had nothing on the shelf going into summer, but one 

of my suppliers just delivered on a backorder and now I have 1,000 firearms on the shelf, which sit there because 
it’s been slow season. I’m not going to say which manufacturer. We work with 12 different companies. Normally our 
shelves would be thin now, and we would not have any excess inventory.” 

 “We will definitely see an overstock situation. I spoke with one of our big manufacturers today, and he said they were 
offering special promotions and pricing because of their inventory build. I said ‘no way’ because we are coming into 

Things always return to normal. 
But after one of these surges, 
there is a new norm and that is 
higher than in the past. 

Sales Manager  
Wholesaler to Dealers/Retailers 

Ruger gained market share, 
hand over fist. That’s because 
they were able to deliver orders 
when others could not. They 
have the manufacturing 
capability, and it’s far above 
that of anyone else. That 
means they gain the 
confidence of wholesalers like 
us because we know we can 
get the distribution we need. 

Sales Manager  
Wholesaler to Dealers/Retailers 
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the promotion period anyway. There was a huge backlog for AR-15s and MSRs [modular sniper rifles]. We placed our 
order in November and finally received the shipment in July. All [other] orders came in the normal 45-day timeframe. 
Now we have people in a mad scramble to readjust orders and cycles.” 

 “We are probably 30% to 40% overstocked right now, but everything could 
change in a minute if someone ‘upstairs’ tries to get a new gun law passed 
or there’s a tragedy. We are a smaller distributor, but in talking with people I 
would say the top 10 distributors/wholesalers also are full. Everyone is 
watching their quantities.” 

 “We double-dip in the industry, so to speak. We are a distributor, but we 
also import and function as a manufacturer for the imports. Orders are 
down. We had one customer with a PO [purchase order] for 1,400 units 
scheduled for July and August and after July; they canceled August and 
dropped their PO for September to 100 units. These were for [import] orders 
on our manufacturing side.” 

 “I don’t know if the shortages were more in ammunition or firearms. It’s 
more that there are shortages for certain firearms and certain ammunition, 
not all. But it wouldn’t take much for things to change. We are all waiting to 
hear whether anyone comments on the Navy Yard shooting. These 
politicians have the ability to make things change with just one comment.” 

 “There is a misconception about orders. A lot of orders are made in the early months of the year, but if there is panic 
purchasing, we may not get the product for many months. … Sometimes people place an order and then forget to 
cancel it when the backlogs are bad. Then they are stuck with merchandise they can’t sell.” 

Average Shopping Basket/Order Size and Margin Trends 
 “The average gun costs about $500 to $600 for a handgun and about $1,000-plus for a long gun. You always need 

ammunition and cleaning kits and holsters. I would say people spend at least another $100 to $200 on extras over 
and above the gun. And that’s every time you shop. If you shoot a certain caliber, the cost varies. Shooting a 
magazine doesn’t take very long. You can spend $20 in two minutes just shooting one magazine. Depending on how 
often you shoot, you have to replenish on a regular basis.” 

 
 

4. President of a gun distributor 

Sales are good, but manufacturers have squeezed already tight margins, forcing local dealers to inflate prices and raise 
the bar to entry. The legitimate market may have hit a natural plateau. People looking for cheap weapons are going 
through black-market channels and weakening the government’s efforts to restrict sales. 

Current and Future Gun/Ammo Sales and Market Share 
 “Sales are not bad. We got a bump from people who were understandably nervous about another Boston Marathon 

terrorist hiding in their backyard, but it was mostly in the smaller towns where we are strongest. Boston itself wasn’t 
a big factor. Between that and the overall sense that people want to handle and train on guns, our overall sales are 
maybe up 10% to 15%.” 

 “I don’t know if that’s really reflective of demand though. A lot of people are looking to pay less than retail, so they’re 
going to dealers and buying used firearms. … I hear that some people are interested in skirting the paperwork and so 
are also going this route. The end effect there is that people who want guns are getting guns at a price they can 
afford. That’s not always retail price.” 

 “It’s not always as organized as the government would want. At a gun show, for example, people discount heavily all 
the time on the last day because they don’t want to repack and ship all this stuff.” 

 “Dealers marked up their popular items last year for two reasons: 1) supply and demand. Supply was weak and 
demand surged around Halloween into November. 2) There’s a sense that some makes of rifle and other high-burst 
weapons will not be available long, so while there’s no hoarding there is an implied scarcity markup. These factors 
may be pushing people toward the unofficial, undocumented directions.” 

Manufacturing, Orders and Inventory Trends 

I would say people spend at 
least another $100 to $200 on 
extras over and above the gun. 
And that’s every time you shop. 
… You can spend $20 in two 
minutes just shooting one 
magazine. Depending on how 
often you shoot, you have to 
replenish on a regular basis. 

Sales Manager  
Wholesaler to Dealers/Retailers 
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 “Scarcity has cleared up, but we are still being ruthlessly rationed on manufacturer quotas that we have to pass on 
to the dealers. It’s a trickle that does little to improve confidence that these products—again, the high-burst, large 
ammunition—will remain a part of their shelf going forward.” 

 “Outstanding orders are still much more than we can reasonably fill. We ask our dealers if they want to cancel, they 
say no. These are standing resupply orders.” 

Average Shopping Basket/Order Size and Margin Trends 
 “We run a turnkey dealer program, so our average wholesale relationship is comprehensive and fairly large. I don’t 

think it’s really changed because we aren’t starting many new dealers lately, although we do encourage people to 
apply.” 

 “What has happened is that the manufacturers have passed on their bottom line to us, and we are forced to make it 
up in terms of the prices we charge on dealer accounts and the margins we have to accept. My margins were already 
extremely thin, maybe 2%. I couldn’t even run a normal sales force on that margin. I had to outsource it and lay off 
those people.” 

 “The dealers are getting squeezed because their MSRP goes up so they can’t really grow their customer base. People 
come into the stores but can’t afford anything so they leave again. The dealer can boost the retail sticker as I 
mentioned, only to drive people into the arms of less legitimate players in the business. I recognize that these are 
very expensive things to make and maintain, but something has to give.” 

 
 

5. National sales manager for a domestic firearm, ammunition and supply wholesaler 

The explosive growth seen in early 2013 has dissipated and returned to normal. Summer months are typically slow. 
Business is expected pick up again in the fourth quarter but not to an abnormally high level. The source did not provide 
sales numbers or characterize annual changes, but said sales have been up year to year and that the industry continues 
to see a slow but steady growth increase. 

Current and Future Gun/Ammo Sales and Market Share 
 “Right now, our sales have returned to normal. All of the crazy stuff that happened earlier in the year is over. It 

started in December and was tied to Sandy Hook and the consumer hoarding and panic that followed. 
 “Things have slowed, but summer is usually our slowest time of year. People are on vacation, school is out and 

hunting season is over. We expect things to pick up as we move into fall. 
Business is normally better in the fall because people are buying all of their 
hunting stuff and purchasing for the holidays. 

 “I can’t give out numbers. I can tell you business is better year over year, 
and that is the case every year for the past decade. Every year we establish 
a new normal that is higher than the year before. The industry also is 
cyclical with peaks and valleys. It doesn’t take much to set off a buying 
spree. Politics, gun legislation or some incident like Sandy Hook can create 
a buying frenzy. 

Manufacturing, Orders and Inventory Trends 
 No comment. 
Average Shopping Basket/Order Size and Margin Trends 
 No comment. 

 
 

 
2) SUPPLY CHAIN 
All five sources said demand for guns, ammunition and other firearm accessories is strong and ahead of the industry’s 
traditional 10% to 15% annual growth expectations. Despite a slowdown from the first half of the year, a new growth normal 
may be established at 15% to 20% per year. The third-quarter slowing allowed some firearm manufacturers to make progress 
on backorders and retailers to restock firearms. The ammunition manufacturers are experiencing raw material shortages that 
are hampering their progress in meeting demand. One ammunition source does not expect to be caught up until early 2014. 
Oversupply concerns do not appear to exist for the supply side as demand is expected to remain strong. Sturm, Ruger & Co. 

Business is better year over 
year, and that is the case every 
year for the past decade. Every 
year we establish a new normal 
that is higher than the year 
before. 

National Sales Manager  
Firearm &  Ammunition Wholesaler 
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and Alliant Techsystems are gaining market share. The Navy Yard shootings have made gun and ammunition users uneasy; 
such tragedies can lead to frenzy buying and hoarding. No market reaction has occurred yet, and the supply side is 
unchanged. Some sources said talk or introduction of laws restricting gun use would prompt panic purchasing. 
 
 
KEY SILO FINDINGS 
Current and Future Gun/Ammo Sales and Market Share 

- Growth has been robust for all 5 sources. Annual growth rates range from 5% to double year to year. 
- Traditional growth rates for the guns and ammunition industry are in the 10% to 15% range yy; some sources believe 

a new normal is being established at 15% to 20% per year. 
- Q3 saw slower growth, which has allowed some manufacturers and retailers to rebuild inventory and prepare for Q4. 
- Sturm, Ruger & Co. and ArmaLite Inc. are gun manufacturers said to be gaining share. 
- Alliant Technology is an ammunition manufacturer also gaining share. 
- Margins are tight because of raw material costs and the inability to pass those along to the retail channel. 

Manufacturing, Orders and Inventory Trends 
- The backorder issues are improving but still remain at all levels of the supply chain. 
- Manufacturers are expected to be on track with inventory in early 2014. 
- 1 source said some gun manufacturers have instituted informal quotes to reward retailers that are eagerly selling 

guns vs. those sitting on inventory. 
Average Shopping Basket/Order Size and Margin Trends 

- 2 sources who commented on basket size said each basket typically has 3 to 4 additional items that add $150 to 
the total. 

- 1 source said consumers are buying more expensive guns and more accessories. 
 
 

1. National sales manager for an OEM manufacturer that supplies ammunition products  

The spike in early 2013 was unusually high, unprecedented and will not continue. This ammunition company saw sales 
jump 200% over normal during that time. The industry has seen sustained growth for decades, tracking at 15% each 
year. Recent political discussions and episodic tragedies have established a new normal of 20% growth annually. Market 
conditions will remain strong in the fourth quarter and into 2014. The firearms sector’s inventory is moving toward 
normal, but ammunition supplies remain tight because earlier hoarding resulted in a backup within the supply chain 
pipeline, which depends on raw materials like lead and copper. Oversupply is unlikely. Sturm, Ruger & Co on the firearm 
side and Alliant Techsystems on the ammunition side are gaining share. 

Current and Future Gun/Ammo Sales and Market Share 
 “The explosive growth will not continue, but sales and market conditions 

will still be higher than normal because there are now a lot of new gun 
owners. Sales will be higher than normal, but that will be the new norm. So 
if the industry normally sees 15% growth each year, we are more likely to 
see growth up by 20% a year. Things will still be good because of new 
buyers but still down from the earlier spike this year.” 

 “The whole industry exploded when Obama was first elected. Business was 
up 150%, at least on the ammunition manufacturing side from 2009 to 
2010. Ammo sales industry wide went from 10 million to 25 million. That’s 
not an exact number but the rough rate of increase. Then the year after in 
2011 things started moving down, and they were slower between 2011 and 
2012. The panic buying calmed down during that period.” 

 “After the second election, sales skyrocketed again. Things are getting back 
to somewhere near normal now for current orders from our customers, but 
we are still dealing with the backlog [from our suppliers] because everything 
is on backorder from earlier in the year.” 

 “Sales for the whole industry are up 100% this year over last year. But the industry between 2008 until now has 
been very volatile, and until the guy that’s in the White House gets out, no one can guarantee things will be steady. 

Sales and market conditions 
will still be higher than normal 
because there are now a lot of 
new gun owners. … But that will 
be the new norm. So if the 
industry normally sees 15% 
growth each year, we are more 
likely to see growth up by 20% 
a year. 

National Sales Manager  
Ammunition Products Supplier 
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Guns and Ammunition 

There will be big surges in orders, and then things will die down. The industry has never seen this kind of extreme 
peak and valley cycle, not even under [President Bill] Clinton. Under Clinton and Bush we had steady consistent 
growth of 15% a year, every year. That’s what I consider normal.” 

 “In April and May, our shelves were empty because we couldn’t get the raw material components we needed to build 
our product. China has been buying up a lot of the raw materials like silver, lead and copper, not for manufacturing 
firearms or ammunition but for their overall industrial growth.” 

 “It’s been a banner year for the big gun manufacturers. Ruger has done especially well.” 
 “On the ammunition side, there are only a few publicly traded companies. There is ATK, which includes Federal and 

Speer; Winchester, which is part of Olin. Most of the others are private. ATK outsells everyone because they get all of 
the big government contracts, and they have a lock on law enforcement. They make a very good product and sell it at 
low prices. Olin comes in second because they make a really good product. They all make ammunition for all of the 
different firearms and models, pistols, rifles and specials.” 

 “On the firearm side, I can only go by what I see at the shows, and the gun company counters are busy and writing 
orders all day. In the beginning of the year, all of them were up. Things have slowed and they are not up as much, but 
it’s still over normal. I think that’s the way it will look through the end of this year and in the fourth quarter. Who 
knows about next year? You can’t tell what will happen with legislation or some kind of incident.” 

 “Things should return to normal by the second quarter of next year. But who really knows? We will have a better read 
on things in January. That’s when all the trade shows happen and all the vendors and dealers come to take orders.” 

 “If you want to invest in the industry now, you want to put your money in a solid, consistent company that’s a good 
performer. That would be Ruger. … Ruger also just opened a new [manufacturing] facility. Usually, there are not a lot 
of capital investments for expansion. The only time they invest in a new facility is typically when they are planning to 
bring out new stuff. The Ruger build tells me they are about to come out with a bunch of new models.” 

Manufacturing, Orders and Inventory Trends 
 “Things have not really caught up along our supply chain because, for us, 

it’s a long process that starts with getting the raw material out of the 
ground. Then it has to be refined and cleaned, and then it comes to us for 
manufacture.” 

 “We have no concerns for oversupply in our segment of the industry. If we 
were to see [oversupply], it maybe would be in the beginning of the third 
quarter of next year. But I seriously doubt it.” 

 “There was significant hoarding when things shot up in 2010 and 2011. 
Part of the backlog is due to hoarding, but we also have a backup all along 
the ammunition supply chains. … What we’ve seen in the last few years are 
huge spikes and valleys in a cyclical pattern. Right now we are coming down 
from a huge spike.” 

 “Things are back to normal for our orders [from customers], and that’s what we prefer.” 
 “The supply chain for the manufacturer of firearms is less backed up than for ammunition because the gun 

manufacturers mostly buy steel; it’s far easier to manufacture the materials they require.” 
 “As it slows, there will be some manufacturing adjustments. People will ramp up to fill just the orders they have to fill. 

Manufacturers were on a seven-day a week schedule, but now we are down to six days a week. There is a bit of a 
labor shortage because we lost a lot of people to the oil and gas industry in North Dakota. They get paid a lot of 
money. We pay well, but they pay more.” 

Average Shopping Basket/Order Size and Margin Trends 
 “When you buy a gun, you also need to buy cleaner, ammunition, a holster, maybe ear plugs and a bag to carry 

everything in. You may need a lock cabinet or targets. The gun stores make most of their money on accessories and 
ammunition. I would say the average buyer spends $150 over and above the cost of the firearm. And then they have 
to go back to replenish, which depends on how often you shoot. But when they go back the second time, they may 
realize they needed something else on top of what they bought before.” 

 “The manufacturers of ammo and firearms don’t typically raise their prices during a spike. It’s on the retail side that 
prices go up, and that’s where the consumer gets hit. We set our prices in January, and that’s how it stays for the 
year. I’ve seen our product, which we sell for $25 a box, selling for $75 a box at retail during a spike, even though 
our suggested manufacturer retail price is $40 a box.” 

Other Information 

What we’ve seen in the last few 
years are huge spikes and 
valleys in a cyclical pattern. 
Right now we are coming down 
from a huge spike. 

National Sales Manager  
Ammunition Products Supplier 
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 “The legislation in California for lead-free ammunition hasn’t really changed things, although we are one of the 
companies that came out early with lead-free ammunition for hunting, self-defense and law enforcement.” 

 
 

2. Owner of a manufacturing company that supplies bullet casings 

Explosive growth in the overall industry has slowed, but sales and orders remain above normal. The ammo order backlog 
continues to improve, moving to fulfillment in two to four weeks. The source said his customer orders are normal and 
unchanged month to month, but backlogs among his suppliers have not cleared. Firearm inventory has stabilized. He 
continues to order twice as many supplies as a year ago to avoid getting pinched by another uptick tied to hoarding. 

Current and Future Gun/Ammo Sales and Market Share 
 “The growth seems to be continuing but not at the same pace. The anti-gun people are the ones that got this whole 

thing started. It’s all about the whole business of not being able to get anything [firearms or ammo]. People are 
afraid their rights will be taken away or restrictions will make it hard to get things. Unless things change politically, I 
can’t see the current trend slowing down a lot.” 

 “I keep thinking the backlog is going to catch up and that the market will return to normal, but they don’t. Every time 
it seems like things may switch back to normal, something happens, like the [Navy Yard shooting]. I have not seen an 
uptick in sales since the incident, but that’s not necessarily something I would see immediately at my level or in our 
part of the supply chain. The first people to see the shortage from hoarding or panic buying would be at the [retail] 
store level.” 

 “We are a manufacturer, a wholesaler and a reseller. We really only manufacture one component, which is the 
component that is the projectile. We are a niche parts manufacturer and 
have never had very high sales. When this whole buying craze started, there 
was limited availability [of brass] to make our components. I would say at 
the peak our production ability was 60% [less than] of our normal. But I feel 
my sales are nearly back to normal now.” 

 “My sales between this quarter and last quarter have stayed nearly the 
same. We are up from over a year ago, but I can’t really put it into numbers. 
Maybe I’d say sales doubled, but that’s just a guess.” 

Manufacturing, Orders and Inventory Trends 
 “Things are getting a little better with orders. Normally we would place an 

order and get it in two weeks. When things were totally backlogged earlier 
this year, the order status was unknown and you were on a backorder list. 
Then it got so backed up that they wouldn’t even put me on the backorder 
list. Now when I place an order I can usually expect to get it in two to four 
weeks, but my suppliers are still on backorder.” 

 “I keep expecting things to swing back, but it has not happened as fast as I thought it would. I have heard from the 
ammunition manufacturers that their backlogs continue but their shortages are not related to a shortage from their 
suppliers. Everything with the backup is related to the hoarding that occurred when things first exploded. I also have 
heard that the [firearm] manufacturing side is catching up faster than the ammo side.” 

 “My orders from my suppliers are more than last year because when it comes through I have no idea when they will 
be able to fill an order again. I have been ordering double what I normally order to make sure I don’t get stuck.” 

 “The actual [loaded] ammunition from the manufacturers seems more available now than a few months ago, but the 
order deliveries are still behind. As for the components that go into making the ammunition, they still are not caught 
up on orders.” 

 “For retail sales, I know the manufacturers of primer are going 24/7 to try to keep up with their orders.” 
Average Shopping Basket/Order Size and Margin Trends 
 No comment. 

 
 
 
 

My orders from my suppliers 
are more than last year 
because when it comes 
through I have no idea when 
they will be able to fill an order 
again. I have been ordering 
double what I normally order to 
make sure I don’t get stuck. 

Owner, Bullet Casings Supplier 
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3. Sales director for a gun accessory manufacturer supplying to OEM handgun manufacturers 

Growth in the firearm and ammunition industry will continue in the fourth quarter and at least through the first half of 
2014, but not at the explosive pace seen in early 2013. Most handgun manufacturers experienced double-digit growth 
during the spike; this company’s own sales doubled. Conditions have not yet hit normal, which has been an annual 
growth level of 10% to 12%. The source expects the current 20-year industry growth trend to continue; when the market 
levels, a new higher normal will be established. The upward pattern is driven by politics, regulations and tragedy. Order 
backlogs continue all along the ammunition supply chain, but the gun side has leveled. Although inventories grew in the 
third quarter, replenishing stocks is normal during the quiet summer months. The industry is poised to pick up in the 
fourth quarter, also normal. Some larger OEMs have gained share through the loss and attrition of smaller companies. 

Current and Future Gun/Ammo Sales and Market Share 
 “Looking at the industry in general, the growth trend will more than likely continue, but we will not see the same 

explosive conditions. The industry will grow at a slower pace.” 
 “Our sales are up double what they normally would be. We have not yet seen a slowdown in accessories to 

handguns. Our sales business typically correlates with increases in handgun purchases.” 
 “Market conditions are still very good, and we anticipate the pace will continue through 2013 and into the first half 

of 2014. Some believe things will continue to be good through all of 2014. We may see things drop somewhat or 
level off, but industry sales will still be larger than last year.” 

 “We all will see strong business because orders are in and people are 
booked well into the first six months to 12 months of 2014. A lot of the gun 
companies already have orders in place through the end of 2014.” 

 “In the long run, things won’t continue at these elevated levels. Ultimately 
things will level out but at a higher rate of annual growth. For example, on a 
scale of 1 to 10, if we sell normally to a level 4, a spike would take us to a 
level 7 or 8. When things drop back down, the new normal will be at a level 
5. If there is another spike, it would take us from level 5 to a level 8 or 9. 
When things drop back, they will settle at level 6. This has been the trend 
over the last 20 years. The industry has seen steady increases, with spikes 
and valleys that drive up sales. We believe the overall upward pattern is 
valid and will continue.” 

 “We have been in a bubble created through different political forces or 
sudden local tragedies that motivates buyers, and the result is hoarding. 
There is a fear that gun and ammo will be outlawed or restrained through 
regulation. … Each time we have a bubble, it eventually drops back to 
normal but the new normal is higher.” 

 “We have had 20% growth a year, but during the recent bubble our growth 
was 40% a year. [The industry] normal has typically been around 10% to 12% growth a year.” 

 “I have not seen any one manufacturer gaining market share in the handgun market. The only exception with regard 
to growth on the rifle side is the tactical rifle.” 

 “Most handgun manufacturers have definitely seen double-digit growth during this last bubble.” 
 “The first big growth event was in 2009–2010. The second bubble started in January. Both bubbles were tied to the 

election.” 
Manufacturing, Orders and Inventory Trends 
 “On orders, I would say we are up twice as much as the last year. Backorder levels differ by manufacturers and 

product types. Our backorders are double what we would want them to be in a normal period.” 
 “Our orders in Q1 and Q2 were phenomenal. Q3 has been slow. Q4 should pick up again.” 
 “I have heard from vendors in the distribution channel that they are seeing inventories rise, but that is normal in the 

summer months. Once we get into the winter months, things will pick up again; that too is normal. Inventories 
typically rise every summer. Again, that’s normal. But we still are seeing backlogged orders. The biggest distributors 
I’m thinking of are AcuSport [Corp.], Sports South, [United Sporting Cos.’] Ellett Brothers and RSR [Group Inc.]. When 
I say inventories are up, I mean that stocks are just being replenished back to the normal levels after the winter 
selling season.” 

We all will see strong business 
because orders are in and 
people are booked well into the 
first six months to 12 months 
of 2014. A lot of the gun 
companies already have orders 
in place through the end of 
2014. … Each time we have a 
bubble, it eventually drops 
back to normal but the new 
normal is higher. 

Sales Director  
Gun Accessory Manufacturer 
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 “The ammunition companies are having a difficult time getting raw 
materials, and it’s been that way for over a year. They are producing as fast 
as they can. And … people still stockpile.” 

 “On the hardware side, there is not as much of an issue in the supply chain. 
All of our components are USA-made. We work with vendors that make 
plastic and batteries or diodes, but we have been able to give them more of 
a heads-up to fulfill our orders. We do share some vendors with other 
industries using some similar companies as those who supply the video, 
DVD and computer hardware industry, but that has not been a problem.” 

 “Companies seem to be filling their pipelines better, but I’m not sure if that 
is due to the typical slowing in the summer season or whether the lull is tied 
to decreased demand.” 

 “Some of the bigger companies are building new capacity. But it takes at 
least two years to ramp up a new facility, and some may not want to gamble 
with creating overall new capacity. There may be some retooling. Some of 
the smaller manufacturers may slip back as a result. That means the quality 
manufacturers and the bigger brand names may capture more market share 
as the industry shifts.” 

Average Shopping Basket/Order Size and Margin Trends 
 N/A 

 
 

4. President of a firearms accessory manufacturer 

Stronger gun control measures in several states have curtailed sales of assault weapons and slowed some purchasing 
behaviors, but on a national basis the market remains robust. The Navy Yard shooting has made gun buyers uneasy but 
has not affected actual sales. Increased efficiencies of scale have improved operating margins. 

Current and Future Gun/Ammo Sales and Market Share 
 “We are doing really well in the retail channel, double our business this time last year, easy. Quarter to quarter the 

growth is more even, maybe 5% or so at best. The big boom came around the election since we were going into the 
holiday gift season anyway. The military channel is much less even because of the pressure on Pentagon spending. 
That’s easily 90% of our business right there.” 

 “It’s a simple homeowner protection story in retail. People want to own their weapons now ahead of any bans, so 
they can be grandfathered in. In the last year we have seen a lot of states like New York, Colorado and Connecticut 
pass unfavorable gun sales laws. Ownership is a more nebulous area, so people in these states cross borders to get 
what they need to keep up with criminals. As a result, our sales fall to next to nothing in some categories—large 
ammunition clips, for example—in those states but rise in neighboring states. The end result is the same.” 

 “The new normal won’t emerge until after the 2016 election. That feels like a long time from now, but we just won’t 
have clarity until we know who’s going to run the country. Sales may be up and down until that point, rising with 
panics and declining as it gradually gets harder and harder throughout the country to buy and own weapons.” 

 “We are not really seeing a big increase in interest after the Navy Yard shootings. People in retail are nervous and 
asking us whether we think this will add to the sentiment for a national ban. I don’t think so.” 

Manufacturing, Orders and Inventory Trends 
 “Inventories are a little tight. Orders have been delayed throughout the year but are getting a little better as people 

upstream from us expand their production and get caught up. We are easily 15% higher than last year in terms of 
orders left to fill. This is a source of frustration for me because we pride ourselves in being responsive. There just 
isn’t enough product for retail to feel like they’ve gotten everything they need.” 

 “In terms of order cuts, a few of the handgun manufacturers have had trouble keeping their channels open. ArmaLite 
is white-hot right now as everyone tries to get their automatic rifles lined up. That’s draining universal parts and … 
forcing some shortages in brands like Smith & Wesson.” 

Average Shopping Basket/Order Size and Margin Trends 
 “I wouldn’t say the average gun purchase is moving up in terms of people graduating up to more gun or buying more 

accessories when they make the purchase. The guns themselves have roughly the same MSRP as they did last year.” 

Some of the bigger companies 
are building new capacity. But 
it takes at least two years to 
ramp up a new facility, and 
some may not want to gamble 
with creating overall new 
capacity. There may be some 
retooling. Some of the smaller 
manufacturers may slip back 
as a result. That means the 
quality manufacturers and the 
bigger brand names may 
capture more market share as 
the industry shifts. 

Sales Director  
Gun Accessory Manufacturer 
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5. President of a firearms assembly manufacturer 

Gun ownership continues to expand despite government efforts because violent crime remains an issue. Recent sales 
growth has topped 20% but has stopped accelerating. The overall tone is more choppy than ebullient, dominated by a 
noisy news and policy cycle. The Navy Yard shooting was just another source of “noise.” Many manufacturers have 
voluntarily instituted a quota system to better match supply to demand and ease hoarding pressure, but short-term 
materials and component shortages persist. 

Current and Future Gun/Ammo Sales and Market Share 
 “I’d say we are up 20% over last year and flat from the summer. The Navy Yard shooting caused a lot of controversy. 

… But we are a little lower down in the supply chain, so would not see any change for a few months.” 
 “Sales growth has leveled off. We are still selling more guns than we were a year ago, much less five or six years ago. 

But the spike we saw around this time last year has not repeated or fed on itself. It’s more uneven and less of a 
straight upward trajectory. But overall people are still buying firearms that were otherwise afraid to own their own 
protection. The amount of crime and, frankly, out-of-the-blue spree killings going on now encourages people to even 
the odds.” 

 “We’re at a new normal in terms of unit sales for the next few years at least. I would expect the trend to flatten out 
through next year. It won’t be flat, but it won’t be 20% forever.” 

 “I’m not seeing any big upheavals in the industry. The manufacturers are working hard together to ensure that the 
status quo is preserved.” 

Manufacturing, Orders and Inventory Trends 
 “We are still working on an unusually rich backlog of orders simply because 

the 2012 sales boom was so big that it disrupted a lot of key manufacturing 
processes. It was not terrible, but shortages—brass, machine tools, some 
grades of plastic resin—ran through the industry and had a cascading 
effect. If I couldn’t manufacture enough stocks, the people downstream 
from me couldn’t put them into the rifles. To get my resin and brass, I paid 
more and ran a higher inventory. That put more pressure on everyone else 
who needs those materials; if they couldn’t find a source, their lines went 
hungry, which affected everyone downstream from them.” 

 “I hope we will be caught up early next year. Capacity is online, and so far 
materials are available. At this point there should not be any more 
shortages barring an unbelievable flood of new orders that goes far beyond anything we saw last year. That’s not 
happening. Orders are maybe 10% above last year this time and trending to be down maybe 15% from the start of 
the year, simply because we saw a sharp uptick in reorders as everyone needed to restock empty shelves. The 
shelves are no longer empty.” 

 “We have not seen any order cuts. Comparisons from last year are not flattering but not horrible due to the 
restocking effect. Last year’s wave of firearm purchasing cleared out a lot of dead inventory, and now all the stock on 
the shelves is working. It’s a much more normal product refresh cycle now.” 

Average Shopping Basket/Order Size and Margin Trends 
 “The average wholesale order we get is generally pretty big. I think it’s shrunk a fair amount because our customers 

are trying to keep a cushion of inventory while adopting a just-in-time supply system in order to make sure they aren’t 
caught short again. We get a lot more frequent orders, but they’re smaller. Overall volume is as I mentioned, so it’s 
not a bad transition.” 

 “Our margins are actually a little tighter because we are closer to the materials shortages I mentioned and haven’t 
had much room to pass that along to the retail side of the business. I am not sure retail prices have actually surged 
or whether it’s just individual retailers gouging the customer.” 

 “Many of the manufacturers in the business have instituted informal quotas to route units to retailers who are 
actually eager to move the units and punish those who are hoarding firearms and accessories. The theory is that this 
will relieve demand pressure and encourage people to move their merchandise at a fair price instead of sitting on it 
and speculating.” 

 
 

Last year’s wave of firearm 
purchasing cleared out a lot of 
dead inventory, and now all the 
stock on the shelves is working. 
It’s a much more normal 
product refresh cycle now. 

President  
Firearms Assembly Manufacturer 
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3) GUN STORE OWNERS AND EXECUTIVES 
Five of six sources expect demand and sales of guns and ammunition to continue to remain strong but not at the panic level 
that took the industry by surprise in late 2012 and the first half of this year. Much more normal demand is expected, with 
annual sales increasing 15% to 20% year to year going forward. The ammunition backlog is improving, but some backorders 
still exist. Oversupply is not a concern. The dissenting source, based in California, said pending regional gun laws will create 
buying booms but that overall demand will drop because of oversaturation, an exaggerated used market and some tabled 
legislation. He also said some of his dealers have canceled orders. Some sources said gun and ammunition prices have risen 
to a point where used guns now are in high demand. Sources’ margin growth ranged from small to 200% based on the type of 
retail operation, and they appear to be sustainable. However, one source said his margins have declined since the early 2013 
demand spike. Another source said demand for the assault rifle (AR) has taken over the market, leading to slower sales of 
bolt action rifles and revolvers. The average shopping basket total, excluding the actual gun, is $100 to $200. 
 
 
KEY SILO FINDINGS 
Current and Future Gun/Ammo Sales and Market Share 

- 5 of 6 expect demand and sales of handguns and ammunition to remain strong, but not at the peak levels of early 
2013. The Obama administration’s push for stronger gun and ammo legislation is fueling demand. 

- The annual industry growth rate of 15% to 20% per year is expected going forward. 
- 1 source said the AR style weapon is taking over the traditional long-gun market. 

Manufacturing, Orders and Inventory Trends 
- Gun manufacturers are catching up to demand. 
- Ammunition is still on backorder for many sources, but availability appears to be improving. 
- 2 sources said consumers are becoming more interested in the used market because of the rising cost of new guns. 

Average Shopping Basket/Order Size and Margin Trends 
- The average shopping basket contains an additional $100 to $200 of accessories. 

 
 

1. Owner of an online gun store  

Talk of gun regulation keeps fueling this industry. Normal sales growth ranges from 15% to 20% each year. This source’s 
sales have been up 20% year to year and steady quarter to quarter. Orders have not changed year to year, but he sells 
every gun listed, about 200 a month, and his profit margin averages 200%. He reportedly does not have problems with 
backorders or oversupply. People who buy guns generally spend $200 on ammunition at the time of purchase. 

Current and Future Gun/Ammo Sales and Market Share 
 “This industry will not die. It will keep going up.” 
 “This market is definitely not flat. The government keeps the fuel in the 

fire.” 
 “The normal sales would be around 15% to 20% yearly.” 
 “My sales increased 20% last year. From last quarter to now, it is about the 

same. I really experience a steady increase with supply and demand.” 
 “The Navy Yard shooting wasn’t really an issue. The shootings have nothing 

to do with a spike in sales. It is all driven by concerns over the Second 
Amendment.” 

 “[Cerberus/Freedom Group’s] Remington and [Olin’s] Winchester are the top gun and ammo manufacturers.” 
Manufacturing, Orders and Inventory Trends 
 “We sell whatever we list. We don’t have backorders, and we don’t have oversupplies.” 
 “We sell about 200 guns per month. Our order levels haven’t changed from last year to this or from quarter to 

quarter. Pretty steady.” 
Average Shopping Basket/Order Size and Margin Trends 
 “The average gun costs $300 to $400, but the gun is useless without ammo. You’d have to buy $200 in ammo.” 

This market is definitely not 
flat. The government keeps the 
fuel in the fire. 

Owner, Online Gun Store 
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 “Our profit margin has been good, about 200%. We bought our guns cheap from the military a few years ago and 
now can sell them higher.” 

 
 

2. Sales executive for a hunting supply distributor 

Firearm and ammunition sales still are elevated, but the driver is more demographics than news. Regional hunting supply 
is stronger than the national home protection business; as such, patterns will remain strongly seasonal. The source 
believes the Navy Yard shootings strengthen the argument that an armed populace could defend itself from deranged 
elements. Shortages have been resolved, and some oversupply situations have emerged in peripheral product areas. 

Current and Future Gun/Ammo Sales and Market Share 
 “We are still easily 15% to 20% ahead of where we were last summer, but 

our business is more seasonal because we do a lot of mail order and 
regional show shipments. They are much more attuned to the start of 
hunting season, which is basically now. The hunting parts of the country are 
doing really well. The non-hunting parts are slower.” 

 “You have Texas, the Dakotas, Oklahoma, Wyoming. … The economy [in this 
area] is doing great. People are moving here; they are hunting for the first 
time in a somewhat new geography for them, so they need new gear for the 
climate and the local regulations.” 

 “We are getting much more seasonal business than the day-in, day-out 
collectors and home protection side. I think it’s because the economy is 
doing so much better in hunting country, but I could be wrong. Anyhow, the 
sales are peaking now for the year and will stay strong through 
Thanksgiving and into the December gift rush.” 

 “I don’t think the Navy Yard shootings were an issue with people. It might 
just be our audience. I have seen a lot of traveling show dealers ask about 
getting a little more careful with where they go, but that’s just a function of 
local law.” 

Manufacturing, Orders and Inventory Trends 
 “The rush we saw last year took us all by surprise. Now the industry has 

adjusted, and the pieces that are in demand are getting to the retail floor. 
More importantly, the pieces that aren’t in demand are not getting to the 
retail floor. What hurt a lot of people was that they went all out on the odds that last year’s massive sales were going 
to be the new, everyday sales level and that everyone in America was going to be buying every day. That didn’t 
happen. Now the firearms have moved. The ammo and especially the accessories—jackets, clothing, blinds, sights—
are not dead exactly, but a lot of people have far too much of it that will take years to move.” 

Average Shopping Basket/Order Size and Margin Trends 
 “Our core basket is still around $200 and then incentives. We give a fair amount of incentives to build our business 

and especially get a piece of that rural business: Winchester, box of ammunition, clip, maybe a few belts or 
something. But belts mostly sell into the local supply stores, not the gun shows or online.” 

 
 

3. Owner of holster store in the Midwest 

The source expects growth to continue for another three or four years; even low-end manufacturers are doing well. Ten 
years may pass before sales return to the normal level of a 15% to 20% annual increase. His holster sales have 
increased an average 400% in the last three years, and gun license applications are on the rise. Gun and ammo prices 
increased substantially from November to December, but have since fallen slightly. Orders are seasonal, with summer 
being slow. His yearly orders increase year to year, mostly around legislation upheavals. He sells the holsters at a good 
price and clears a 50% margin. The average gun buyer spends several hundred dollars in addition to the gun price. 

Current and Future Gun/Ammo Sales and Market Share 

What hurt a lot of people was 
that they went all out on the 
odds that last year’s massive 
sales were going to be the new, 
everyday sales level and that 
everyone in America was going 
to be buying every day. That 
didn’t happen. Now the 
firearms have moved. The 
ammo and especially the 
accessories are not dead 
exactly, but a lot of people have 
far too much of it that will take 
years to move. 

Sales Executive  
Hunting Supply Distributor 
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Guns and Ammunition 

 “It is hard to say how this market will go, but I anticipate continuous growth for the next few years. In the last four to 
five years, sales increased 400% every year. Obama is the best thing for gun sales. There will be talk about bans, 
and then you have another growth. It will stop sometime soon, maybe around the next election.” 

 “More and more folks want licenses each year. You can check with the attorney general’s office about how many get 
licenses. In 2004, approximately 50,000 [in a nearby area] wanted a concealed gun license. This increased to about 
350,000 in 2012. People are scared, and they need to defend themselves. It is a basic need.” 

 “I don’t see anything returning to normal levels, not for about 10 years. Before this started, annual sales increased 
around 15% to 20%.” 

 “Even the worst guy on the block is doing OK. The bad ammunition companies are doing well.” 
 “Gun sales have not flattened. This is not the trend. I’ve been to 20 gun shows this year as a vendor, and there is not 

slowdown.” 
 “I started selling holsters in August 2011, and that year my sales were up 500%. In 2012, they were up 400%, and 

this year they are up 300%. I started with 25 holsters, and now I have an inventory of 1,500, with 300 makes and 
models.” 

 “I have 60 to 70 people in line at a show table waiting to buy from me. The 
vendors try to pick up the holsters first. Even an upper part of a holster sold 
quickly.” 

 “Most gun shows pick up in the winter months, and most people want 
classes then too. In the summer, people are on vacation.” 

 “On an average weekend, I’ll sell 40 holsters at $35 each, so around 
$1,400. This is a seasonal business, with gun season running from October 
to April, when I have a gun show every weekend and make 85% of my 
money. In the slow months, there will be just one show per month, and this 
picks up to three shows in October.” 

 “Last December, I made $60,000 in one weekend. In January, I had no 
guns. Then in February, I also made a killing.” 

 “An AR-15 gun sold for $800 in November, but in just 2.5 weeks it had 
increased to $2,300. That same gun now costs $1,800.” 

 “Ammo went through the roof during that same time. A box of 50 rounds 
once sold for $15, and it increased to $27 a box. It is now at $23 a box.” 

 “I’m not sure if the ammo shortage is by design. Mostly we are short on the 
9-mm caliber, the smaller bullet used by most police and home defenders.” 

 “After the Connecticut shootings, the price of guns skyrocketed. There was a huge growth with assault guns. In 
general, a shooting like the Naval Yard will stimulate sales.” 

 “[Low-end ammunition companies are] Wolf [Performance Ammunition]; [Alliant Techsystems’] American Eagle; and 
[DKG Trading Inc.’s] Bear [Ammunition], a Russian company. The top ammo companies are [Alliant Techsystems’] 
Federal [Premium], Remington and [Alliant Techsystems’] CCI [Ammunition]. The top gun companies are Sig Sauer, 
Charter [Arms], and [Kimber Manufacturing Inc.’s] Kimber [America]. On the low end, you have Hi-Point [Firearms].” 

Manufacturing, Orders and Inventory Trends 
 “The backorders are getting better. I had a three-month backorder up until last month; then it eased up. 

Manufacturers can now get out products at a normal pace. We place an order and receive it in two to three days.” 
 “Our main manufacturer is Fobus Holsters in Pennsylvania. Holsters used to be packaged in clam shell packaging, 

but the company couldn’t keep up with this, and it caused a backorder. Then they moved to a Ziploc bag.” 
 “There will be no problem with oversupply. This won’t change for a few years.” 
 “In a year’s time, I sell 1,500 holsters per month or about 17,000 a year. In the beginning I was slowed down by lack 

of capital. I only had $5,000 to invest.” 
 “My sales are seasonal, so you can’t compare summer sales to fall really. But orders steadily increase each year, 

especially when there is new government proposals.” 
Average Shopping Basket/Order Size and Margin Trends 
 “Most folks I know come to a show with enough money to buy a holster and ammunition. By law, they need to have 

something to carry the gun in, and people generally buy three to five holsters, depending on their needs. There are 
different methods of carrying a gun, with different options between men and women. So you buy two to three boxes 
of ammo and one to three holsters at $35 to $45 each. You generally spend a couple hundred dollars more than the 
gun. Holsters range from $25 to $60 each.” 

An AR-15 gun sold for $800 in 
November, but in just 2.5 
weeks it had increased to 
$2,300. That same gun now 
costs $1,800. … Ammo went 
through the roof during that 
same time. A box of 50 rounds 
once sold for $15, and it 
increased to $27 a box. It is 
now at $23 a box. 

Owner, Holster Store  
Midwest 
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Guns and Ammunition 

 “I get a price break for a $5,000 order, which is better than a $200 order. Typically I spent $10,000 to $12,000 a 
year for holsters. It doesn’t help to have a lot of holsters in a warehouse.” 

 “I buy a Fobus holster for $14 to $18, sell at it $35 to $45, and make a 50% margin. I offer a good price range 
compared to my competitors at the show, although I can raise or lower my prices at will. The typical holster margin 
won’t change. My holsters offer retention, which makes it easier to move with a gun and not expose it. They are 
made of Tydex [Holsters] custom-made material.” 

 
 

4. Owner of a gun and ammo store in the East 

Gun and ammo prices will not level off until the government administration changes. Markups have increased from 50% 
up to 300%, depending on the gun, and interest in used guns has risen. Powder supplies are depleted, and the 
companies are slow at replenishments. Consequently, ammunition costs have increased 25%. Orders typically are slower 
in the summer but already are starting to pick up. His gun orders have increased nearly 600% year to year. However, his 
margins are lower because he keeps prices low. He has significant backorders and does not expect an oversupply for at 
least four years. The typical gun buyer’s shopping basket includes other items that add $300 to the total. 

Current and Future Gun/Ammo Sales and Market Share 
 “Gun and ammo prices won’t come back. They will not level off. I don’t see prices coming down for a few years. Not 

until the administration changes.” 
 “With the high demand, the prices of guns continue to climb; they’ve increased up to 50% in the past year, 

depending on the gun. Semiautomatics have doubled in price. The Ruger Mini-14 rifle sold for $300 to $400 last 
year; now it is selling for $1,200 to $1,400, an increase of more than 300%. This is all the result of government 
bans. I don’t see prices coming down for three years.” 

 “Because of the high prices, more people are interested in used guns now.” 
 “There have never been so many shootings as now. People buy more guns 

and ammo after shootings because they need to feel safe. I haven’t seen 
any change this week following the D.C. shooting.” 

 “It’s a lie that there’s been explosive growth of ammo. Since January, the 
government has bought 1 billion rounds from every powder company and 
stored it in a warehouse. They depleted all the supply. We should all wonder 
why.” 

 “The powder companies are playing games. They say they can’t make the 
powder quick enough. They can, but maybe they are being paid not to.” 

 “Ammunition prices will never go back to what they were. The stores are rationing the remaining ammo supply, 
driving the cost up further. One-hundred rounds used to cost $8; now they are getting $1 a bullet. I paid $13 for 50 
rounds at Wal-Mart [Stores Inc./WMT] one year ago. Today they only sell a box of 20 for $19.90. That’s an increase 
of more than 25%.” 

 “I’m licensed to make ammunition. At the beginning of the year, I went to each of the top five companies to buy 
powder to make ammunition, but they refused to sign me on. The companies are the only way to get less-expensive 
powder. I can only buy powder from the local dealers, which makes the cost of my bullets too high. It costs about 
56¢ to make a bullet, but now it would cost me 90¢ each, for a total of $1.20 to $2 per bullet. A bullet may end up 
costing $10 each. That is no longer competitive. No one will buy it.” 

 “You can import powder from Europe, but you need to pay a lot of fees in addition to following state transportation 
rules.” 

 “Top ammo companies are Cheaper Than Dirt and Midway USA. There were five top powder companies, but after the 
government buyout, [The] Hodgdon [Powder Co.] bought out two other companies last month. Hodgdon sells 90% of 
all powder; Winchester and Remington sell the rest.” 

Manufacturing, Orders and Inventory Trends 
 “The backorders are unbelievable. Many guns are already promised in advance. As a dealer, I have a hard time 

getting some guns.” 
 “Will manufacturers catch up from the backlogs? That is a tricky question. Why aren’t they keeping up? Why don’t 

they double their workforce, like they did once before?” 

Because of the high prices, 
more people are interested in 
used guns now. 

Owner, Gun & Ammo Store  
East Coast 
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Guns and Ammunition 

 “There won’t be an oversupply problem. Every once in a while we see guns come through, but they are usually gone 
in a week. I’m not sure what it will be like in four years.” 

 “I may sell 100 guns in three months, but now I have orders of 600 guns in eight months. That’s an increase in 
orders of nearly 600%. Gun sales go up with increased government control.” 

 “In the spring I got 25 calls for orders in 90 days; there was a dearth over the summer, and calls are starting to pick 
up. It is normal to have a slow period in the summer. People still buy guns, but it slows down then and picks up in the 
fall and winter.” 

Average Shopping Basket/Order Size and Margin Trends 
 “The price of the average shopping basket all depends on who is buying. You need a holster for $20 to $60, extra 

clips, concealed carriers or shoulder harness, also a new belt. The extras could cost you $100 minimum up to 
$1,000. I’d say $300 is average.” 

 “We have lowered the price of our guns to attract buyers. Our margins have all gone down. We make an $80 to $90 
profit for most guns sold at the minimum advertised price. No one pays retail anymore. We pay $450 for some guns 
that we sell for $495.” 

 
 

5. Gun store purchasing manager in a New York City suburb 

Demand remains high for guns and ammunition. However, supply has been low, particularly for ammo, and availability is 
only now beginning to rebound. Despite those challenges, this store is doing well 13 months after opening its doors. 
Sales growth has been “exponential” year to year and up 60% quarter to quarter. The source noted a severe backlog of 
gun permit applications facing town governments, which are struggling to keep up with the paperwork and are keeping 
applicants waiting months longer than normal; the delays, coupled with the state’s strict limits on the quantity and 
timeframe for gun purchases, have allowed stores like this one to restock shelves and keep up with demand. There are 
no such restrictions on ammo purchases, however. This store is ordering as much as its distributors are able to provide 
day to day. When ammunition orders arrive, the number of rounds is typically a third what the store needs to satisfy 
demand. 

Current and Future Gun/Ammo Sales and Market Share 
 “We have been open 13 months. We are doing very well so far. We’re a 

company that’s just over a year old, so our year-to-year sales growth has 
been exponential.” 

 “I can’t give you an exact figure for our year-to-year sales, but we are talking 
in the hundreds in terms of a percentage increase over this time last year.” 

 “We had a huge spike in sales in December, but that started leveling off by 
March. And things were more stable in the spring. They have picked up in 
the summer.” 

 “Demand is still high for guns and ammunition, but supply has been low, 
especially for ammunition. And it’s only now beginning to come back, 
volume-wise.” 

 “Our overall sales have increased 60% this quarter compared to last quarter.” 
 “I can’t say offhand how that 60% overall sales increase breaks down by product, but AR sales and handgun sales 

are what’s pushing it up.” 
 “Because of supply issues, our ammunition sales are not as strong, both year to year and going into the third 

quarter. We aren’t always able to carry every caliber.” 
 “Some of the pain for us has been spread out by the fact that the towns have gotten really backed up processing all 

the paperwork for new gun permits since December. In our state, you have to get a permit to buy a handgun, and you 
can only buy one gun every 30 days—and your permit expires after 90 days. The towns are supposed to process 
applications in 30 days, but so far people have been waiting months. So a lot of the people who raced out to apply 
for permits earlier this year are just now getting them, and they have to use them before they expire. I think that’s 
one reason business for handguns is a bit steadier.” 

 “There are not the same restrictions on ammunition purchases though. I think that’s why it has been harder to 
replenish our stock of ammunition than firearms—and why sales of ammunition are not as strong. The shortage is 
probably cutting our ammo sales shorter than what they could be. But we’re still doing OK, overall.” 

I get calls from my distributors 
every day saying, ‘I’ve got this, 
I’ve got that,’ and I say, ‘Send 
it, send it.’ We’re taking 
whatever we can and buying in 
advance. 

Gun Store Purchasing Manager  
New York City Suburb 
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Guns and Ammunition 

 “I expect we’ll continue to play catch-up with ammunition for the rest of the year into early next year. Gun sales will 
probably continue to be more stable.” 

Manufacturing, Orders and Inventory Trends 
 “For a while we wouldn’t see a certain caliber for months. And we still haven’t seen a few calibers. It’s getting better, 

but we’re still playing catch-up.” 
 “It continues to be hard for me to keep up with what some people want. And a lot of what I get is dictated by my 

distributors, who are playing catch-up as well.” 
 “I get calls from my distributors every day saying, ‘I’ve got this, I’ve got that,’ and I say, ‘Send it, send it.’ We’re taking 

whatever we can and buying in advance.” 
 “I get a little scrap here and there. And when I say ‘a little scrap,’ I mean like 500 rounds of a certain type of ammo 

when I really need a couple thousand rounds.” 
 “The way things are going now, I don’t think oversupply is going to be a problem.” 
Average Shopping Basket/Order Size and Margin Trends 
 No comment. 

 
 

6. Owner of a gun store in California 

Regional laws will create local buying booms, but overall demand for guns will drop because of oversaturation, an 
exaggerated used-gun market, and tabled laws in some areas. Sales growth year to date averages 20%. Predicting sales 
for the next six months is complicated by pending California laws. His orders have been steady, and his stock is 
increasing. Firearms are more readily available although ammunition is still backordered. The industry historically ebbs 
and flows. Dealers now are canceling their overestimated preorders of guns. A typical sale includes additional purchases 
of $100, and profit margins are sustainable. 

Current and Future Gun/Ammo Sales and Market Share 
 “In the long term, growth will return to normal levels. In the short term, and California-specific, there will be another 

boom as we saw after the tragedy at Sandy Hook. There are several new laws that will most likely pass by Oct. 13, 
and will go into effect Jan. 1, 2014. These are California-specific, so it will be a localized boom.” 

 “Overall the demand will drop because of oversaturation and as well as an exaggerated used market.” 
 “We opened up in 2010. Our first-year growth was probably a little exaggerated, but we saw sales increases of 30%.” 
 “Sales have gone up about 20% year to date [2012 to 2013], with the 

potential to go higher. Compared to last quarter, we are about even.” 
 “[Sales for the fourth quarter and the first half of 2014] in California could 

go to 200%, or they can go to 0% depending on what and how laws are 
implemented.” 

 “[Any indication that overall gun sales have flattened] is fueled by current 
events. Federal lawmakers seem to have tabled new legislation for the time 
being. Being as this is the biggest push for new sales, as long as no new 
laws are proposed, sales will continue to be steady but flat.” 

 “Modern sporting rifles, such as the AR-15s, are definitely taking over the 
market. Handguns are still a major portion of sales, but traditional bolt 
action rifles and revolvers are suffering.” 

 “The term ‘assault rifles’ is made up by the media and does not describe 
real firearms.” 

 “The top A-15 manufacturers, as far as volumes, are concerned would be 
Smith & Wesson, Sig Sauer, Daniel Defense, and Colt. For bolt action, Remington and [Alliant Techsystems’] Savage 
[Arms]; for revolvers, Smith & Wesson; for ammo, really anyone that can produce: Winchester [Ammunition], Fiocchi 
[Ammunition], PMC [Ammunition].” 

Manufacturing, Orders and Inventory Trends 
 “As dealers are canceling their overestimated orders from the beginning of the year, firearms are becoming more 

and more available. Stock is returning back to pre-panic levels, but pistol ammunition is still severely backordered.” 
 “Some manufacturers seems to be overstocked based on the daily sales calls and promotions. These ups and downs 

are historically typical to the firearms industry, and most manufacturers have learned how to handle them.” 

Modern sporting rifles, such as 
the AR-15s, are definitely 
taking over the market. 
Handguns are still a major 
portion of sales, but traditional 
bolt action rifles and revolvers 
are suffering. 

Owner, Gun Store  
California 
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Guns and Ammunition 

 “[Quarter-to-quarter, our orders] are about the same although our stock is significantly higher.” 
 “We are steady on orders from last year.” 
 “A lot of stores are now turning away orders they placed at the beginning of the year.” 
Average Shopping Basket/Order Size and Margin Trends 
 “A typical sale will include $50 ammo, $25 in cleaning supplies, and $25 in miscellaneous accessories.” 
 “During the panic, the margins shot up dramatically and have now returned back to normal and should be 

sustainable.” 
 
 
 
4) GUN STORE MANAGERS AND EMPLOYEES 
Now that panic buying has subsided, these 10 sources said demand for guns has fallen 10% to 60% year to year and quarter 
to quarter. Still, sources expect fourth-quarter sales to rise, thanks to the hunting and holiday seasons. Ammunition shortages 
linger, and manufacturers have not said when orders and supplies will catch up to demand. This has created a 30% to 60% 
drop in ammo sales for some sources. One said the shortage will not be resolved for another year. Availability of assault 
weapons has improved since the backlog of early 2013. 
 
 
KEY SILO FINDINGS 
Current and Future Gun/Ammo Sales and Market Share 

- QQ sales fell 10% to 60% for 4 sources, were flat for 2, rose for 3; 1 did not comment. 
- YY sales fell 10% to 50% for 5 sources, rose for 3; 2 did not comment. 
- 6 expect Q4 and 2014 to see higher sales due to hunting and holiday seasons, 3 expect sales to be flat, and 1 did 

not comment. 
- Demand for assault weapons has fallen to the levels seen before the Sandy Hook Elementary School shootings in 

December, with 1 source saying everyone who wanted a AR has purchased it. 1 source said demand is slowing for 
pistols but picking up for revolvers. 

Manufacturing, Orders and Inventory Trends 
- Assault weapon inventory is recovering after being sold out during early 2013. 
- Ammunition still is in short supply but in heavy demand. Inventory levels are improving, but retailers do not expect 

backorders to be filled for a long as 12 months. 
- Oversupply of guns and ammunition is not a concern for retailers. 

Average Shopping Basket/Order Size and Margin Trends 
- The typical gun purchase is accompanied by the purchase of ammunition, holster, cleaning kit and sometimes ear 

protection. Added costs range from $50 to $200. 
 
 

1. Customer service clerk, for online and retail outdoor shop, Georgia 

Sales of guns and ammo have fallen 10% year to year and have returned to normal levels. The store is receiving 
shipments, which is creating a decrease in orders. This source does not see any reason to be concerned about 
oversupply, and does not expect the Navy Yard shootings to boost sales. 

Current and Future Gun/Ammo Sales and Market Share 
 “Our sales have been the same compared to last quarter.” 
 “Compared to last year our sales have gone down by 10%.” 
 “I expect sales for the last quarter of the year and into the first half of 2014 to increase by 25%. If there is a new law 

passed taxing guns, then sales will jump by 50% because people will want to buy before the increase.” 
 “There was a huge rush on guns and ammo after the election, but now we are almost back to normal levels. Right 

after the election we were selling 500 guns a day; now we are only selling 100 a day.” 
 “No, not really any major market shifts. However, ammo is gaining market share because there was a shortage, but 

everyone else is equal.” 
 “Sales have equaled out, but there will be a spike in sales due to government regulations.” 
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Guns and Ammunition 

 “Growth for gun and ammo manufacturers will return to normal levels and then go up again due to potential 
legislation.” 

Manufacturing, Orders and Inventory Trends 
 “We are finally catching up with our backorders. They are better than they were. I haven’t heard when they will get 

caught up, but I know we are getting in more shipments. I’m not aware of any new capacity additions.” 
 “No, I don’t see any concern about oversupply. Manufacturers stopped 

making assault rifles once the scare was over. The ban on assault rifles 
didn’t pass.” 

 “Our orders are decreasing about 50% to 60% because we are catching up 
inventory-wise.” 

 “Compared to last year our orders have increased 75% to 80%. Last year 
there was no gun regulation talk, and it wasn’t a big topic.” 

Average Shopping Basket/Order Size and Margin Trends 
 “The typical purchase is ammo, cleaning kit and holster in addition to the 

gun. Sales above the gun price are about $75.” 
 “Yes, profit margins have expanded during the supply shortage. People are 

still buying special orders, whether it is in stock or not. But it is decreasing 
to where it was last year.” 

Other Information 
 “I don’t foresee a jump in sales because of the Navy Yard incident. Mainly people are more concerned with any law 

that is going to violate their rights, and that’s when we see sales go up.” 
 
 

2. Store manager of an independent gun shop in Georgia 

Sales of guns and ammo have decreased by 75% year to year. Although a backorder issue lingers, the source expects 
sales to remain steady for the remainder of the year and into 2014. He also reported a 40% increase in the number of 
female customers, who typically only purchase a gun. Other gun buyers spend an additional $50 on accessories. 
Although manufacturers are catching up with demand, a year or more will pass before ammo levels return to normal. He 
is not concerned with oversupply in his store. 

Current and Future Gun/Ammo Sales and Market Share 
 “Compared to last quarter, our sales are down by 60%.” 
 “Compared to last year? They are down 75%. After Christmas, there was a 

buying panic. Now those same people are bringing the guns wanting to sell 
them back. Those semiautomatic guns on the wall: Currently they are selling 
for $899. Last year after the election I could get $1,500 for them easy.” 

 “Expectations for the last quarter of 2013 and the first half of 2014 will be 
the same: steady sales. It will be business as usual, not a huge spike. 
However, if Hillary Clinton gets the presidential nomination, then you will 
see sales go way up.” 

 “Normal levels depend on your demographic. Our store always has steady 
sales. I’d say 80% of our sales are for self-defense purposes; people 
wanting to protect their property.” 

 “We have had a 40% increase in female customers in the last year. We have 
a women’s shooting club that meets twice a month, and in the last four 
months they have grown to 40 members.” 

 “I disagree with the statement that gun sales have flattened. Any time you have crime, you are going to have gun and 
ammo sales.” 

 “It will return to normal levels; it always does. In this business it’s always a rollercoaster.” 
Manufacturing, Orders and Inventory Trends 
 “Backorder levels are still horrible. Manufacturers are getting caught up, but from what I hear it will be at least 

another year or more before the ammo levels are back to normal.” 

No, I don’t see any concern 
about oversupply. 
Manufacturers stopped making 
assault rifles once the scare 
was over. The ban on assault 
rifles didn’t pass. 

Customer Service Clerk,  
Online & Retail Outdoor Shop, Georgia 

After Christmas, there was a 
buying panic. Now those same 
people are bringing the guns 
wanting to sell them back. 
Those semiautomatic guns on 
the wall: Currently they are 
selling for $899. Last year after 
the election I could get $1,500 
for them easy. 

Store Manager  
Independent Gun Shop, Georgia 
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Guns and Ammunition 

 “No, there isn’t a concern about oversupply—not if you manage your inventory correctly. There is a boom right now in 
gun shops. Within the last year we went from only having our store and one more in the area to having eight within 
10 miles of each other. People think it’s a great time to get into the business, but soon the market will become 
saturated and people will always go with the best value.” 

 “Our orders are the same compared to last quarter—no change.” 
 “Compared to last year, our orders are decreasing by 30%. Last year people 

were coming in and buying everything under the sun.” 
 “No one has cut orders in anticipation of a tough last quarter and first half 

of 2014.” 
Average Shopping Basket/Order Size and Margin Trends 
 “Typical number of items in a shopping basket are three, with only about 

$50 to $60 being spent above the price of the gun. Women tend to only buy 
the gun. They go home and look online for accessories and want to make 
sure they are getting the best bargain.” 

 “Yes, profit margins did expand during the shortage. However, that isn’t 
sustainable. It had to go back to the old patterns. Sales have slowed down.” 

Other Information 
 “Every election year we see a spike in sales of guns and ammo. Or if there is 

a bill that is in talks that will take away gun control or rights, there will be a surge.” 
 “No, I don’t see any change due to the incident at the Navy Yard. People don’t get up in arms over things like that. 

But a piece of legislation that will take away their rights to have guns? They will flood the store buying. I only had two 
people come in the store after watching the news all day about the Navy Yard. All they were interested in was looking 
at the type of gun the man used.” 

 
 

3. Hunting supply manager for a Bass Pro Shops store in Georgia 

Sales are down 10% compared with the last quarter and 50% compared with last year. However, sales are expected to 
increase 20% to 30% during the holiday season and then return to normal during the first half of 2014. Overall gun sales 
have flattened. Heightened sales levels could be sustained only if legislation to ban guns or magazines was passed. 

Current and Future Gun/Ammo Sales and Market Share 
 N/A 
Manufacturing, Orders and Inventory Trends 
 “Manufacturers were ramping up production to meet backlogs and have continued that trend. Ammo manufacturers 

are still running 24/7. I don’t see too much worry about oversupply. Ammo isn’t going to flatten out anytime soon. It 
will still take awhile to meet demand. I don’t see anyone building another manufacturing facility because it wouldn’t 
be ready for a year, and that wouldn’t help with demand now.” 

 “Orders compared to last quarter have flattened by 20%.” 
 “Order trends compared to last year have flattened by 20% as well.” 
Average Shopping Basket/Order Size and Margin Trends 
 “Usually the shopping basket price above just the purchase of the gun is less than $200.” 
Other Information 
 “There hasn’t been a rush after the incident at the Navy Yard. Talk of gun bans hasn’t had time to saturate. It will 

never be the actual incident; it’s the idea of restriction. Lots of first-time buyers come in when there is talk of a ban. 
… Legal guns do not by definition cause crime. Nothing you could have done to prevent what happened because you 
can’t legislate crazy. There was nothing to foresee what he would do.” 

 
 

4. Manager at an independent gun store in Kansas 

Sales of assault rifles and guns are up 10% to 15% from last quarter as supply is catching up to a shortage created after 
the Sandy Hook massacre. Sales are at a normal level and expected to remain that way for next two quarters. Ammo 
continues to be hard to get for handguns and rifles. 

We have had a 40% increase in 
female customers in the last 
year. We have a women’s 
shooting club that meets twice 
a month, and in the last four 
months they have grown to 40 
members. 

Store Manager  
Independent Gun Shop, Georgia 
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Current and Future Gun/Ammo Sales and Market Share 
 “We ran out of ARs early this year after Sandy Hook, so sales were down for a while because we didn’t have the 

guns. They are back up this quarter, I would say 10% to 15% over the second quarter. Handguns sales are up this 
quarter, too, by about 10% to 15%. One reason is the supply, another is seasonal. In summer, people are on vacation 
or doing other things.” 

 “Ammo sales are down because we can’t get in what we need. Some pistol and rifle ammo is virtually impossible to 
get, especially .22 [caliber]. We have gotten zero. Also 9-mm and .44 magnum. So in some of that ammo, our sales 
are down 100% from earlier this year. Our ammo intakes overall are down by about two-thirds from last year at this 
time because of the supply problem. Prices have come up, too, but about one-third.” 

 “Year-to-year sales of handguns and ARs are probably up about the same as 
from last quarter—about 10% to 15%. Sales of some guns would be better if 
ammo was available. People are not going to buy a gun if they can’t get the 
ammo.” 

 “My expectations for the fourth quarter and for first quarter next year for AR-
15s and handguns are about the same as for this quarter. I think we are 
getting into a normal sales environment. Ammo sales will depend on when 
manufacturing catches up.” 

 “This latest shooting incident, at the Navy Yard, had no impact on sales. 
Initially, the shooter was reported to have used an AR-15, which may have 
started up that whole debate again. But that proved untrue, so we didn’t 
have any kind of run on those weapons.” 

 “I don’t see any major market share shifts going on among manufacturers. 
You do see a higher number of Rugers being sold though. There is more 
demand for those.” 

Manufacturing, Orders and Inventory Trends 
 “There’s a backorder on some of the smaller-caliber guns. I am not sure 

when the manufacturers will catch up.” 
 “Our orders have increased by 10% to 15% over last quarter because of the demand.” 
 “We have not cut orders because of any expected slowdown in fourth quarter or next year. It will be about the same.” 
Average Shopping Basket/Order Size and Margin Trends 
 “The typical gun buyer will get three or four items along with the gun: a holster, cleaners and boxes of ammo. 

Typically, those extras would run around $40, not including ammo, which we don’t have for some of the guns. Ammo 
would add another $60 to the average basket.” 

 
 

5. Sales clerk at an independent gun shop in Kansas 

Sales of AR-15s have slowed significantly after the frenzy of the Sandy Hook shootings subsided. Sales remain strong for 
lower receivers, which can be attached to rifles to make ARs. The store is getting 
less than one-third of the ammo it received in the past, because of high demand, 
and that has increased ammo prices by about one-third. 

Current and Future Gun/Ammo Sales and Market Share 
 “Assault rifle sales spiked after Sandy Hook. I don’t know the percentage; I 

don’t keep those numbers. Handgun sales also went up but not by as much. 
People were afraid of new gun laws, of course. … Basically, though, sales 
fell off in the past few months a lot because most people who wanted an AR 
got one earlier.” 

 “We are selling a lot more of AR receivers, which can be mounted on rifles 
people already have. The technology for that is improving. It’s cheaper than 
buying a new AR.” 

 “Ammo sales went way up early this year, especially .22-caliber. I don’t 
know the figures, but we would often sell all we had in. It has slowed down 
now but demand is still strong.” 

My expectations for the fourth 
quarter and for first quarter 
next year for AR-15s and 
handguns are about the same 
as for this quarter. I think we 
are getting into a normal sales 
environment. Ammo sales will 
depend on when 
manufacturing catches up. 

Manager, Independent Gun Store 
Kansas 

Assault rifle sales spiked after 
Sandy Hook. Handgun sales 
also went up but not by as 
much. People were afraid of 
new gun laws, of course. … 
Basically, though, sales fell off 
in the past few months a lot 
because most people who 
wanted an AR got one earlier. 

Sales Clerk, Independent Gun Shop 
Kansas 
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 “I can’t predict any sales trends. Some of it may depend on events and these high-profile shooting incidents and how 
government reacts. My guess is it will be stable.” 

 “Normal sales are probably about what we have now—not real busy but not especially slow either.” 
 “Market share among manufacturers and how that is shifting is hard for me to know.” 
Manufacturing, Orders and Inventory Trends 
 “There can still be a backorder problem. It’s just that way in the industry.” 
 “We send in [an order], and we never know when it will get seen and acted upon. Sometimes we buy directly from 

manufacturers and sometimes from distributors. They can both be slow.” 
 “There seems to be more manufacturers so maybe that will speed up order fills.” 
 “With ammo, we can’t get all the orders filled. Last year we would get in 40 cases of ammo at a time; now it’s more 

like a dozen cases.” 
 “We are paying more for ammo, so our prices are going up. For instance, a box of 9-mm ammo that would have been 

$14 a year ago is $19 now. 
Average Shopping Basket/Order Size and Margin Trends 
 “The cost of other items in a basket depends in part on the gun being bought and the price. But usually when 

someone buys a gun, they will buy a holster, cleaning supplies, ammo, things like that. If you add all that up, it comes 
up to about $110, including taxes. That hasn’t changed much, except that ammo costs more.” 

 
 

6. Gander Mountain store employee in Wisconsin 

Sales dropped a bit in January, after talks to change legislation quieted, but overall have remained strong. The store 
posted a recent bump in sales, thanks to the approaching hunting season. The source reported selling 100 boxes of 
ammo on an average day and 200 boxes on a busy day. The store sells at least a dozen guns daily. Hunters have been 
buying shotguns at an average price of $600. After the Sandy Hook shootings, all ArmaLite rifles were sold out until 
recently. 

Current and Future Gun/Ammo Sales and Market Share 
 “After the legislation issue died down in December, sales slowed down some but not significantly. Before December 

2012, sales were off the charts as people stocked up.” 
 “Sales have picked up in the last month since we are nearing hunting season.” 
 “We expect it to be busy now until Christmas. There are 11 days in November that hunters can shoot deer, so we will 

be selling a lot of bows and guns until then. And then we have the Christmas business.” 
 “Overall, guns sales are strong, and I don’t see any reason that would change unless there is a big change in 

legislation. Sales will actually increase then until any new laws are passed.” 
Manufacturing, Orders and Inventory Trends 
 “Whenever there is a tragedy, we see a spike in the associated weapon’s sales.” 
 “After Sandy Hook, we immediately sold out of the entire line of ArmaLite rifles. We couldn’t keep them in for three 

months straight. It has just been in the last month that they have been in stock.” 
 “With hunting season coming on, we are seeing an increase in shotgun sales. That is typical for this time of year.” 
 “We limit ammo sales depending on how much we get in of anything. Sometimes we have to limit customers to one 

case of a particular ammo, and other times we have enough inventory that they can buy a few cases. It changes all 
the time.” 

Average Shopping Basket/Order Size and Margin Trends 
 “On an average day, we sell at least a dozen guns.” 
 “We sell ammo in the gun area as well as the front registers. During one of my shifts at a front register, I sell at least 

100 boxes of ammo every time I work, no matter what day it is.” 
 “On a busy day, I will sell at least 200 cases of ammo.” 
 “On Black Friday, all the registers are open and the lines go all the way to the back of the store. It is unbelievable 

how many guns and how much ammo we sell that day!” 
 “Our shotguns range anywhere from $300 to $900, so the average is around $600 per sale.” 
Other Information 
 “Gun owners are very picky and brand-loyal about their ammo. They won’t buy another brand if what they use is not 

available.” 
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7. Sporting goods department manager for Wal-Mart, Milwaukee area 

This location does not sell guns but has healthy ammo sales. Twenty boxes of .22-caliber ammo sold out last week in two 
hours. The store limit customers to three boxes of ammo per day, and some customers visit daily. People are hesitant to 
buy .22s because their ammo is very rare, as is the case with .40- and .45-caliber as well as 9-mm. AR-15 rifles also have 
been very hard to find since talks of banning them began. The store’s buyer is supplementing supply by using outside 
sources for one-time-only purchases. The store’s gun case tends to be one-fourth stocked, if not nearly sold out. 

Current and Future Gun/Ammo Sales and Market Share 
 “There is way more demand for ammo than supply. It has been that way ever since the Newtown shootings.” 
 “We would sell ammo all day if we had it in stock. Sales have not died down this year whatsoever.” 
 “Our ammo goes out as fast as it comes in. I don’t see that changing anytime soon.” 
 “We sell more ammo than we did last year although we are not carrying anymore than we did. We have not expanded 

shelf space as we cannot keep what we have now stocked—no matter how much we receive.” 
 “People are hesitant now about purchasing a .22 because the ammo is so hard to find. What good is the gun if you 

can’t purchase ammo for it?” 
 “Ever since the government started talking about banning AR-15s, there has 

been a burst of activity. Sales of them went haywire. They are extremely 
hard to find now.” 

 “We don’t carry guns here—just ammo. The nearest of our stores that does 
is over a 30-minute drive away.” 

Manufacturing, Orders and Inventory Trends 
 “Now, we have about a quarter of the [gun] case full. That is our typical 

inventory, and sometimes it is wiped clean.” 
 “Our ammo case is almost always empty. As soon as we get ammo in, it 

sells.” 
 “Our buyer is going to different and outside sources to get ammo. That is a 

new thing for us. It shows how bad the demand is. He buys whatever he can 
get.” 

 “Last week we got in four boxes of ammo for $447, and they sold out over the weekend. It is not a stocked item and 
we will probably never get it again. We sold one on Friday, one on Saturday and two on Sunday. It is a rarity to be 
able to purchase such a large quantity at one time, so the customers that got them were thrilled. Each box had 
1,000 pieces.” 

 “What we get in on the truck varies greatly. Some days we get 50 or 60 boxes of ammo. On today’s truck, we got a 
measly five boxes, which will sell out in no time.” 

 “We are always out of .22-caliber ammo—.40s and .45s, too.” 
 “Last Thursday, we got in 20 boxes of .22-caliber federal ammo. All 20 boxes sold out in two hours.” 
 “We are nearly always out of 9-mm ammo. We got in four boxes on the truck, and they might all sell tonight. Then we 

have no idea when we will get more and how much of it.” 
Average Shopping Basket/Order Size and Margin Trends 
 “We allow customers to only purchase three pieces of ammo per day. There are customers that come in every day to 

get their three boxes or to check out inventory.” 
Other Information (store visit observation) 
 The ammo case was directly behind the sporting goods customer service counter and was 20% to 25% full. 

 
 

8. Employee of an independent gun store in Wisconsin 

Gun sales have been strong since conceal-and-carry laws were passed in the state in 2011. In the last six months, gun 
inventory has dropped, and online supply has fallen by 50% to 75%. Women now comprise 40% of customers, up from 
last year’s 30%. Overall sales slowed slightly during the back-to-school season but are expected to surge during hunting 
season. Pistol sales are a bit stagnant while revolver sales are up. The semiautomatic is the store’s top selling gun. AR-

Our buyer is going to different 
and outside sources to get 
ammo. That is a new thing for 
us. It shows how bad the 
demand is. He buys whatever 
he can get. 

Sporting Goods Department Manager  
Wal-Mart, Milwaukee area 
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15s were sold out for six months but are in stock again. Customers vary from being educated and picky, to caring little 
about quality and being willing to buy what is available. 

Current and Future Gun/Ammo Sales and Market Share 
 “Since Wisconsin passed conceal-and-carry laws in November 2011, gun sales have been strong.” 
 “All of our guns sell. They are getting harder and harder to find.” 
 “Six months ago, I could go on the computer and pretty much find any kind 

or brand of gun I wanted. That is not the case now.” 
 “More women are buying guns now. Last year the ratio was 70/30, and it 

has changed to 60/40. And we see more and more women in here all the 
time.” 

 “Keeping the inventory up will continue to be an issue as long as the 
politicians keep talking about banning certain weapons. The minute they do 
that, sales go up.” 

 “The last two months were a bit slower due to kids going back to school and 
parents needing money for that.” 

 “With hunting season coming up soon, we expect to sales to pick back up 
and be stronger than ever.” 

 “We have seen a bit of a slowdown in pistol sales. Most everyone that wants 
one has one.” 

 “Whereas pistol sales have slowed, revolver sales have increased.” 
 “Most people that have hand guns have a couple of them. It is more rare for 

someone to have just one gun.” 
Manufacturing, Orders and Inventory Trends 
 “When they were talking about banning AR-15s, we were sold out for six months straight. Once the talk died down, 

we had them available.” 
 “The trend is small guns. We are selling more pistols and revolvers than a year ago.” 
 “Even though the trend is small guns, our top-selling gun is the semiautomatic rifle.” 
 “Ammo remains very difficult to find. In the last few months, it has been better, but it is still tough.” 
 “Since conceal-and-carry passed, the trend is more women are purchasing and using guns. We even have a Tuesday 

special for women where they can come and shoot for free. It is becoming more and more popular.” 
 “These days, pepper spray is not going to do it anymore. Women want to feel better protected.” 
Average Shopping Basket/Order Size and Margin Trends 
 “You have two kinds of gun buyers: One is someone who will buy whatever kind of gun that is available, depending 

on how much money they have. If they have $200, they will get whatever they can for it.” 
 “Then you have the educated buyer: someone who researches beforehand and knows pretty much what they want 

when they come in the door. They give us a price range of how much they want to spend and they want the best 
quality for their money.” 

 
 

9. Manager of a new and used gun store in a New York City suburb 

The panic buying seen at the start of this year has subsided, but demand for guns and ammunition remains high. 
Handgun sales have fallen to levels on par with the second quarter in 2012, and are expected to remain stable through 
year’s end. The store does not sell ARs. It has enough handguns in stock to meet demand from the general public, but 
limited availability of certain firearms has made it harder to accommodate the more discerning buyer. Ammunition sales 
are down 60% year to year amid that category’s more severe and persistent shortage. Manufacturers are not saying 
when they expect to catch up on orders. Major chains typically are the first to get replenished, leaving smaller retailers 
like the source’s store at a disadvantage. Oversupply is not a concern; even if manufacturers were to produce too much, 
distributors would never buy more than their retailers needed. The source does not keep close track of how his orders are 
trending, but assumes they are higher this year. The typical items in a gun buyer’s basket are a box of ammo and a 
cleaning kit, which add $0 to $50 to the total. Small stores continue to feel squeezed by low margins and pricing 
pressure from online and chain competitors. 

More women are buying guns 
now. Last year the ratio was 
70/30, and it has changed to 
60/40. And we see more and 
more women in here all the 
time. … We even have a 
Tuesday special for women 
where they can come and 
shoot for free. It is becoming 
more and more popular. 

Employee, Independent Gun Store  
Wisconsin 
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Current and Future Gun/Ammo Sales and Market Share 
 “I think panic buying has diminished. We don’t see the influx of calls from people asking us if we have a certain 

product today.” 
 “Our handgun sales have been flat from the second to the third quarter. We had a huge spike in sales in December 

and for the first couple months of 2013. But since then they have settled to normal levels. Our handgun sales now 
are more or less on par with where they were last year.” 

 “Our ammunition sales went through the roof in December and have been falling ever since because there’s no 
availability. Sales are down 60% from a year ago. They’ve been in the pits for the second and third quarters. We can’t 
restock. I get tons of people who come in and want ammunition. But I can’t sell ammunition that I don’t have.” 

 “I could be selling tons of guns if I could get the types of guns wanted. … But we have still had enough guns where 
our sales are staying status quo.” 

 “After [the Sandy Hook shootings], people got really worried about federal legislation keeping them from being able 
to buy guns and ammunition, so they went out and bought up everything they could. They cleaned us out.” 

 “Price gouging started immediately [in late December]. People started to raise the prices like crazy.” 
 “The price for ammunition has gone way up since last year. A box of 9-mm used to have a suggested price of $18. 

Now it’s $24.” 
 “For the fourth quarter, how could you predict what handgun and 

ammunition sales will be? I don’t think it’s going to change for guns or 
ammo. I think we’re still going to have trouble getting ammunition, and 
there’ll be a limited supply of guns.” 

 “For the first half of 2014, I’m hoping availability will increase because by 
May, June it’ll be more than a year that we haven’t been able to get certain 
types of ammunition.” 

 “The idea of ‘normal sales’ is hard because you never know what’s going to 
happen day to day. You never know who’s going to walk in. You never know 
what kind of day you’re going to have. For us, the people who shop here the 
most are the gun collectors.” 

 “Glocks seem to be very popular. They have a huge market share already. But I don’t know if they’re gaining share. 
Smith has gained some popularity with their pistols.” 

Manufacturing, Orders and Inventory Trends 
 “No, manufacturers are not getting caught up.” 
 “You’ve got to remember the bigger stores—the Cabela’s, the Dick’s—are going to have better availability than the 

smaller store like this one. The distributors are going to sell the larger stores first because they’ve got the bigger 
contracts. So we have to wait.” 

 “Manufacturers are not telling me anything about when they’re going to get caught up. I just ordered some 
ammunition from Black Hills, and they said it’ll be four to six months before they even make it. And they didn’t even 
say when we would get it once it’s made.” 

 “Manufacturers are never going to ramp up their manufacturing capabilities beyond what demand is. Oversupply is 
never going to happen. If manufacturers ever made too much, they’d be stuck with it because distributors aren’t 
going to buy that much.” 

Average Shopping Basket/Order Size and Margin Trends 
 “The average guy might buy a box of ammunition and a cleaning kit, maybe eye and ear protection too, which is 

somewhere between $0 and $50 above the purchase price of the gun.” 
 “You have manufacturers’ suggested retail price, but you don’t have to stick to it. And if you do stick to it, you’ll never 

sell a … gun. It just won’t happen. Because people, like I said, are going to go on the Internet and find some guy who 
is selling at a lower price.” 

 “If a gun comes in from another dealer, to do the paper work and transfer it, I charge $50. Sometimes the profit on 
the gun will be less than the $50 I make doing the transfer. ... You cannot stay in business only selling new 
handguns.” 

 “You have money men who will contact a manufacturer and say, ‘We need 400 Glock 19s, and we want a good 
price’—and they’ll get a good price. The bad part isn’t that they can outsell me with the Glocks. The bad part is that 
guess what happens when I want a Glock 19? I can’t get it because Joe Blow got them all.” 

 
 

I think panic buying has 
diminished. We don’t see the 
influx of calls from people 
asking us if we have a certain 
product today. 

Manager, New & Used Gun Store  
New York City Suburb 
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10. Manager of a sporting goods store in a New York City suburb 

Demand for guns and ammunition has eased since the start of 2013, but still is robust. Comparable handgun sales are 
up 10% and are expected to rise through 2013 amid fewer supply issues than earlier this year. Ammo sales are down 
30% year to year and likely will remain stagnant through year’s end. AR sales spiked in early 2013 but have since 
returned to last year’s levels. Panic buying in early 2013 boosted sales of less-popular brands like Taurus International 
Manufacturing Inc. Manufacturers are not saying when they expect to catch up on orders. Ruger reportedly has more 
than a million guns on backorder; certain Smith items are just now becoming available through wholesalers; and Beretta 
(Fabbrica D’Armi Pietro Beretta S.p.A.) and Sig Sauer guns can be found only in 
limited quantities. Oversupply is not a concern. Customers typically buy a safe 
with a handgun, adding $100 to $120 to the purchase total. Margins on 
firearms have not grown this year: Although manufacturers’ suggested price has 
risen on some items, the store has continued to offer its standard markup to 
avoid alienating customers. 

Current and Future Gun/Ammo Sales and Market Share 
 “Firearm sales are up for us, probably 10%, over last year. I think more 

people want a gun nowadays, and there’s still enough of a supply to meet 
demand.” 

 “Ammunition sales are down about 30% from last year, and that’s because 
we just don’t have the supply. There’s no availability, even though there’s 
plenty of demand.” 

 “One reason guns sales are up while ammunition sales are down is that 
people were hoarding ammo more than they were for guns. Guns are more 
of a one-time purchase, like a car. It’s much easier to stock up on 
ammunition at levels far greater than what you actually need.” 

 “Our AR sales are stable, both from last quarter and from this point last 
year. There was a tremendous demand for them in December and January because ARs were a type of gun people 
were particularly worried would be banned. We sold out of those quickly. But because ARs are more of a niche 
product, compared to handguns, we were able to replenish our stock fairly easily as soon as the panic buying 
subsided.” 

 “There’s probably not going to be much availability on ammunition for the 
rest of the year, so sales will be stagnant for that area.” 

 “Sales for handguns will probably increase through the end of year because 
of the holidays and because of heavy demand. It’s not where it was earlier 
this year, but it’s still strong—especially after things like the lockdown police 
instituted after the Boston Marathon bombings. I think more people want 
something that can afford them a measure of protection in their homes.” 

 “I don’t know what’s going to happen with ARs. They’re expensive and 
appeal to serious gun enthusiasts, so their sales tend to go up around the 
holidays. I expect that to happen this year.” 

 “It’s a little too far out to predict what’s going to happen in the first half of 
the year.” 

 “I don’t know which companies are gaining and losing market share. I guess 
whoever has a product to supply is doing OK. But there aren’t many 
companies that are doing that consistently.” 

 “We heard several months ago that Ruger had over a million guns on backorder. Smith is just starting to get their 
revolvers in and they’re available through wholesalers; we haven’t gotten anything direct from Smith that we have on 
order. Berettas were very easy to come by last year, but less so now. And it’s still possible to get Sigs.” 

 “Some of the cheaper brands have been doing better this year because people were buying anything they could get 
earlier on. Before the federal legislation failed [in late April], if somebody wanted a Smith but knew they’d have to 
wait for it, they would just buy a Taurus or whatever else was available. You have 90 days to use a pistol permit, so 
people felt under the gun to buy any gun. That panic buying has eased up since the spring. People are starting to be 
choosy again.” 

One reason guns sales are up 
while ammunition sales are 
down is that people were 
hoarding ammo more than they 
were for guns. Guns are more 
of a one-time purchase, like a 
car. It’s much easier to stock 
up on ammunition at levels far 
greater than what you actually 
need. 

Manager, Sporting Goods Store  
New York City Suburb 

If somebody wanted a Smith 
but knew they’d have to wait 
for it, they would just buy a 
Taurus or whatever else was 
available. That panic buying 
has eased up since the spring. 
People are starting to be 
choosy again. 

Manager, Sporting Goods Store  
New York City Suburb 
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Manufacturing, Orders and Inventory Trends 
 “Manufacturers aren’t giving us a timeline for when they’ll be caught up. We ask all the time and don’t get answers.” 
 “I don’t think there will be an oversupply problem. We are a long way off from that being a real possibility, and I don’t 

think manufacturers would ever let that happen.” 
 “From last quarter to this quarter, I haven’t placed many new orders because we’re still waiting on the orders we 

placed in the first quarter. I still haven’t received anything from Remington in over a year. This was the first year we 
were out of 9-mm and .22 ammunition at the same time. We just got in a load of .22 that was on backorder for 
months. It’s giving us a little breathing room, but I’m still waiting on other orders from February.” 

 “I couldn’t say specifically how much our orders have increased from last year, but overall, our orders have been 
much higher than they were last year’s—maybe twice as much—because there was such a gun-buying craze earlier 
this year.” 

Average Shopping Basket/Order Size and Margin Trends 
 “People often buy a safe with the handgun they purchase, so that’s an additional $100 to $120.” 
 “Our profit margins have not expanded this year. Other retailers might be doing a bigger markups or gouging, but not 

us. The manufacturers’ suggested price has gone up on some items, but we’re still doing the same, standard markup 
for guns and ammunition that we have always done. We’ve been in business for 100 years, and raising prices on 
customers isn’t part of our business model.” 

 
 
 
5) INDUSTRY SPECIALISTS 
Three of four sources expect demand for firearms and ammunition to continue to be strong into 2014; two of the three expect 
the growth rate to return to more normal levels. The remaining source expects sales to increase by 40% through 2014. One 
source said demand eventually will drop by 25% for guns but will remain high for ammunition. Sturm, Ruger & Co., Smith & 
Wesson, Alliant Techsystems and Olin are benefiting most from the heightened demand. The backlog of orders for guns and 
ammunition is slowly being addressed, but the traditional fall hunting season will again empty many retail shelves. Two 
sources who commented on retail basket size said the average firearm purchase is accompanied by as many as six additional 
items that add as much as $100 to $225 to the total. 
 
 
KEY SILO FINDINGS 
Current and Future Gun/Ammo Sales and Market Share 

- 3 of 4 sources expect continued growth and strong sales for firearms and ammunition. 2 sources expect the rate of 
growth to slow to more normal levels. 1 source said sales will increase 40% yy through 2014. 

- 1 source expects guns sales to peak and then decline 25%. 
- The current political discussion and efforts to restrict gun and ammunition ownership are fueling demand. 

Manufacturing, Orders and Inventory Trends 
- Manufacturers are making progress in eliminating backorders, but the issue still exists. 1 source does not expect 

resolution for at least 18 months. 
- 1 source said inventory is building because of the traditional summer slowdown in buying, but he expect demand 

this fall and winter to lead to empty shelves at retailers again. 
- Sturm, Ruger & Co., Smith & Wesson, Alliant and Olin are gaining market share. 

Average Shopping Basket/Order Size and Margin Trends 
- The average shopping basket, excluding the gun, contains up to 6 items that add $100 and $225 to the total. 

 
 

1. CEO of an arms education group; veteran firearm instructor/trainer for law enforcement, military, etc. 

Industry growth will continue but at a slower, more tempered pace through 2014. Still, a buying frenzy could be 
retriggered by another tragedy, political efforts to control gun, higher permit fees and taxes or the release of new gun 
designs or models. Market leaders include Sturm, Ruger & Co. and Smith & Wesson on the firearm side and ATK and Olin 
in ammunition. Ammunition backlogs for popular calibers remain tight, but order fulfillment continues to improve with 
shipments running at 60 to 90 days, near normal. The source dismissed the threat of an oversupply. 
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Current and Future Gun/Ammo Sales and Market Share 
 “I do not have percentages at hand, but I can tell you sales are up for ammo, accessories, parts for repair and 

reloading supplies. Ammunition has seen a bigger upturn than firearms, and handgun sales are higher than shotgun 
or rifle sales.” 

 “The industry continues to grow although it may level a bit. In May, things leveled a bit, but it was not a drastic 
change. We still are not at normal but at an elevated normal. That has been the trend over time. I don’t see market 
conditions dropping dramatically. Overall we will continue to see a trickle-up in the market.” 

 “I don’t see these market conditions coming to an end with this administration in the White House because there will 
always be someone talking about going after guns so that John Q. and Sally 
Q. will feel compelled to buy because they won’t want to wait for the next 
batch to ship.” 

 “In general, sales are normally down in the spring and summer and up in 
the fall and winter. Late spring and summer are typically slow sales periods. 
But at this time of year we are coming into hunting season and winter when 
people are more defense-minded. Even if stocks have been replenished, 
you will at the end of the next few weeks to month not be able to find stuff 
because retailers will sell out. It’s almost like there is an annual feeding 
frenzy. Same thing when a manufacturer puts out a new model of rifle or 
handgun.” 

 “It is hard to quantify gun sales, especially when the politics differ by state. I 
can refer you to the numbers in Niagara County, NY, where on average 
there were typically on average 250 license applications a month for a gun 
permit. That number has jumped to 325 applications a week over the last 
nine to 10 months, which you can track back to the last election.” 

 “Firearm sales are especially motivated by political events. When Obama 
was elected, there was a surge in guns sales both the month prior to the election and the month after the election. 
Prior to that, things were stagnant and the market wasn’t doing much.” 

 “Each state has a tax on firearms and ammunition. Some have taxes on hunting gear and apparel. There are fees for 
licensing. Whenever fees or taxes go up, you will see a surge in buying prior to. If you look at the numbers of permits 
for purchase in the past two years, you can see a year over year increase in permits for women across the U.S. and 
for overall shooting sports. Some surges can be predicted.” 

 “If you want to put money into this market, I would say Ruger and Smith & 
Wesson are the leaders for firearms. For ammunition, the tops are one, 
Federal [owned by ATK]; then two is Remington and three is Winchester 
[Olin].” 

 “Ruger has seen dramatic increases in sales. Smith & Wesson has seen a 
dramatic increase in sales. ATK, which is Alliant, and Olin have seen gains 
as well. Across the board, the industry is doing well. There are a couple of 
companies based in Connecticut whose sales dropped because of 
Newtown. One is Remington, but they are looking at relocation because they 
are having a difficult time locally. … But then they just recently landed a 
defense contract for special forces. It’s $79.7 million for guns and 
ammunition, so I would expect them to regain some strength.” 

Manufacturing, Orders and Inventory Trends 
 “Orders have been increasing since the last election but then settled down a little this summer. But people in the 

field are still trying to get ammunition whenever or wherever they can, so the stockpiling of ammo may continue.” 
 “The problem with supplies is that we have people who hoard ammunition. They buy up supplies, not in anticipation 

of starting a civil war but for fear of not being to get ammunition or for fear of extra taxes or regulation that would 
make it harder to buy firearms.” 

 “I would put the backlog at 60 to 90 days, but there was a six-month backlog at the peak of this spike so things are 
improving.” 

 “There is still a backlog of certain types of ammunition but not all calibers. The backlog is not helped by states that 
are unionized because you have companies that are keeping people from working full-time.” 

If you want to put money into 
this market, I would say Ruger 
and Smith & Wesson are the 
leaders for firearms. For 
ammunition, the tops are one, 
Federal [owned by ATK]; then 
two is Remington and three is 
Winchester [Olin]. 

CEO, Arms Education Group &  
Veteran Firearm Instructor for Law 

Enforcement 

I would put the backlog at 60 to 
90 days, but there was a six-
month backlog at the peak of 
this spike so things are 
improving. 

CEO, Arms Education Group &  
Veteran Firearm Instructor for Law 

Enforcement 
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 “Gun and ammunition prices have progressively gone up. Normally prices are up 10% to 20% year over year, and the 
pricing mirrors what’s happening with guns. At the peak prices were up over 50 to 60%, but there is the matter of 
supply and demand. When prices go too high, a lot of people won’t buy guns. In the long run, the margins at retail are 
not sustainable, but the trend will continue to go up.” 

 “I do not see a lot of new capacity growth. You don’t see too many new plants other than those who have decided to 
move from a state like Colorado because of new laws. It is harder for the parts and ammunition manufacturers to 
build new capacity so mostly you see it with the main firearm manufacturers.” 

 “We will never see an oversupply of guns or ammunition. You may find that certain pieces are doing well and others 
are slower to move, but you won’t see an overall surplus. For trendy calibers like the .22, you can’t make enough of 
them. … But .22 is cheap, so people shoot a lot of it because it’s the most used for hunting small game and target 
shooting.” 

Average Shopping Basket/Order Size and Margin Trends 
 “The average basket has six items in it, and the overall average cost for accessories alone is $225 or maybe $175 to 

$225 above and beyond a case for it. Cases run between $50 and $150. … We still have not counted the locks, the 
cost of the handgun. If you are talking about a long gun, a rifle or a shotgun, you need the cleaning kit, the 
ammunition and the targets if you practice.” 

 
 

2. President of a state gun association in the Midwest  

Political factors drove sales during first two quarters of 2013, but these issues have subsided. Growth will slow and 
return to a normal level. Manufacturers have not added additional capacity; they cannot afford to retool if the market is 
returning to a normal growth. Production will catch up in six to 18 months, and demand will decrease. Gun sales have 
flattened, but demand remains high for some types of guns. The source reported a backlog of up to three months for 
barrels and six months for stocks. Overall, orders appear to be higher than last year but are starting to drop. Margins 
have increased more for retailing than for manufacturing and production. Buyers generally spend $100 above the gun 
price for extra items. 

Current and Future Gun/Ammo Sales and Market Share 
 “Much of the first two quarters of 2013 was driven by political factors. 

Those issues are not in real play at this moment. That can change almost 
overnight. Prices have come down by as much as 25% and 35% for some 
types of ammo. All [prices have] come down somewhat. That will continue 
over time.” 

 “Growth will slow over time and return to a more normal business pace. One 
reason demand is still pent up is that many manufacturers have not added 
additional manufacturing capacity. They can’t afford to invest in additional 
infrastructure and tooling to then see the market return to normal.” 

 “This is not normal growth now. Production will be normal in the near future, 
in six to 18 months, as manufacturers catch up with current demand. I 
believe demand will also begin to lessen. 

 “I would agree [that gun sales have flattened]. However, there is still a higher-than-historical normal for demand of 
some types of [handguns]. That may continue for some time yet.” 

 “From now to mid-2014, demand will lessen. And pricing will fall somewhat over those two quarters, mostly because 
the political factor is at bay for the moment.” 

Manufacturing, Orders and Inventory Trends 
 “There still is some backlog, and demand is still high for some things. I spoke with a barrel maker the other day who 

indicated he was still 16 to 20 weeks out, and normal was 10 to 12 weeks. A stock manufacturer I talked with 
yesterday told me six months out, and that one really surprised me.” 

 “[ArmaLite] is finally becoming available again, although some items are still tough to get and we are still looking at 
six months on some weapons. Handguns have really been difficult, and some makers may be 12 months out before 
they get caught up.” 

 “[Oversupply] is always an issue and is why some have refused to add additional tooling. They don’t need nor can 
they justify that investment when the market cools back down.” 

This is not normal growth now. 
Production will be normal in the 
near future, in six to 18 
months, as manufacturers 
catch up with current demand. I 
I believe demand will also 
begin to lessen. 

President, State Gun Association  
Midwest 
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 “Orders are slowing but still faster than a normal pace.” 
 “I’m not aware of anyone cutting orders in advance.” 
Average Shopping Basket/Order Size and Margin Trends 
 “Margins increased somewhat, in some cases dramatically at the retail level, not so much at the distributor or 

manufacturer level. Current margins are not sustainable over the long term.” 
 
 

3. VP overseeing shooting and hunting vendors, buyers and retailers for a buying trade group 

Industry sales are up 40% above normal among vendors and retailers of firearms and ammunition, a condition that has 
held for two years and would continue without interruption through 2014. Product shortages and order backlogs remain 
a problem, and companies unable or slow to fulfill and deliver orders have lost business. Leaders in the firearm sector 
include Smith & Wesson and Remington. On the ammunition side, the leaders are Remington, Alliant Techsystems’ 
Federal division and Olin’s Winchester. 

Current and Future Gun/Ammo Sales and Market Share 
 “Sales growth depends on the type of product but sales are up 40% over normal for the firearm, ammunition and 

hunting and shooting industry. The growth rate has sustained over the past couple of years and it has not changed, 
year over year or recently. There are no predicted changes for [the rest of 2013 and into 2014].” 

 “Larger manufacturers have gained market share if they can more efficiently produce and ship product, offering 
more timely deliveries. These brands have the edge. I would say leaders are Smith & Wesson and Remington for 
firearms, and Federal [ATK], Winchester [Olin] and Remington on the ammunition side.” 

 “The biggest companies in the industry have gained the most market share, but at this time we see no definitive 
shift.” 

Manufacturing, Orders and Inventory Trends 
 “There is absolutely still a shortage, and I would assume it is from consumer hoarding of product. We think it is more 

than likely that these market conditions will continue through the end of 2013 and into 2014.” 
 “Some manufacturers have caught up with their backorders and shortages, but that’s is because [retailers] have 

canceled orders made to those unable to deliver; instead they have ordered from other suppliers or distributors with 
less lag time.” 

Average Shopping Basket/Order Size and Margin Trends 
 N/A 

 
 

4. Firearms instructor and law enforcement trainer in North Carolina  

Gun sales are extremely sensitive to the political climate and will continue to be cyclic. Sales have not been at normal 
levels since the late 1990s, when firearms became more available to the public. The handgun market has been driven 
upward by concealed-carry allowances in 38 states, mass shootings, and intense political gun control efforts. The 
ammunition industry has followed these trends. This source expects a 25% drop in firearms sales but greater sales of 
ammunition. 

Current and Future Gun/Ammo Sales and Market Share 
 “The firearms industry has not seen normal sales since the late 1990s into the 2000s, when firearms became much 

more streamline and available to the public. There are currently 38 states that allow concealed handgun carry in 
some form. This drives up the handgun market. The mass shootings and the concurrent call for intense gun control 
pushed up the other part of the market. The ammunition industry just followed those trends.” 

 “The current trend will have to reach a peak and begin to decline to a manageable level. The growth will be cyclic as 
long as the political environment remains at the current status quo. The firearms industry has become extremely 
sensitive to what happens every day.” 

 “I believe gun sales have peaked and have reached a new normal level.” 
 “I would estimate 25% of firearms sales drop, but at least that percentage or more increase in ammunition sales for 

all calibers across the board. Many law enforcement and security agencies are trying to play catch-up on ammunition 
purchases for training purposes.” 
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 “[Manufacturers of assault rifles, handguns and ammo] maintain a lion’s share of the market. The area that is falling 
short is the specific sporting weapons such as high-end shotguns for sporting clays and skeet, and custom-made 
long-range rifles.” 

Manufacturing, Orders and Inventory Trends 
 N/A 
Average Shopping Basket/Order Size and Margin Trends 
 N/A 

 
 

Secondary Sources 
The following five sources highlighted the growing demand for guns and ammunition and the direct relation to laws and 
legislation at the state and national levels. Also discussed were the gun and ammunition manufacturers expanding their 
facilities to take advantage of the increased demand. 
 
AMMUNITION 
The following three articles discussed the growing demand and prices for ammunition throughout the country, the role played 
by legislation, the lack of supply of hunting ammunition, and one ammunition manufacturer’s expansion related to heightened 
ammo demand from the United States, Germany, Hungary, Sweden and Switzerland. 
 
 Sept. 5 article from The Sun News 

Cabela’s, Dick’s Sporting Goods, Bass Pro Shop and Gander Mountain stores cannot keep up with the demand of 
ammunition and sell out as soon as it touches the shelves, most notably the popular .22-caliber. The rise in demand has 
led to higher prices. Some case prices have increased by 500%. Suppliers reportedly are ramping up production lines. 
 “Sanctioned recreational firearm shooting programs across Western New York are feeling the pinch for the shortage 

of ammunition in the local supply chain. Sportsmen everywhere enter supply stores and usually head right for the 
ammo racks to check if their favorite loads are in stock.” 

 “When New York, Colorado, Maryland and Connecticut all passed 
controversial tougher gun laws following the tragic Newtown shootings last 
year, lawful firearm owners worried that ammunition sales would be 
abruptly curtailed. As stiffer gun control laws evolved, sporting goods stores 
and ammunition sale depots reported excessive hoarding became 
commonplace.” 

 “Recreational shooters became fearful that they would not be able to 
resupply their favorite ammo and it didn’t take long for ammunition shelves 
all over the country to become dust collectors. Supply and demand effects 
soon reflected panic buying behavior and outrageous bullet and ammo 
pricing followed at gun counters, soon becoming the norm all across the 
country.” 

 “Among the most sought after ammo is the once inexpensive .22 caliber. Two years ago, a box of 50 long rifle bullets 
would cost about $3, today it is hard to find the same for under $15.” 

 “During a recent field trip to the Detroit area, I found a Bass Pro Shop store, a Cabela’s store, three Gander Mountain 
stores and several Dick’s Sporting Goods stores were all nearby. Calling ahead to ask on inventory availability for .22 
caliber ammo, I quickly discovered that the stores were all in the same predicament—short supply.” 

 “On Tuesday’s and Thursdays, Bass Pro reported they receive a .22 caliber ammo shipment of limited supply, some 
in 500 count tins, but also reported that the entire shipment is gone in less than an hour or two.” 

 “Cabela’s reported that shipments came in on Thursdays only, but that the supply would be sold out in less than an 
hour.” 

 “Gander Mountain reported shipments went on sales each Monday morning and the same immediate sales resulted 
followed by the same supply issues.” 

 “Dick’s did not report a regular delivery day rule, but simply that ‘we get it in and it sells in minutes.’” 
 “I also checked every Gander Mountain and Dick’s between Detroit and Buffalo by phone for any supply of .22 

caliber ammo, but none of these stores had stock. Ammunition suppliers say that they are catching up with record 

Cabela’s reported that 
shipments came in on 
Thursdays only, but that the 
supply would be sold out in less 
than an hour. 

The Sun News Article 
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demand and sales of their ammo. To battle the shortages, such ammo manufacturers are ATK, Hornady, CCI and 
others have increased production, but cannot meet the demand.” 

 
 Aug. 5 GreatFallsTribune.com article 

An ammunition seller said guns and ammo sales are directly linked to state legislation, such as the bill in California that 
requires ammo buyers to get a background check, be finger-printed, and pay a fee. Ammunition shortages have occurred 
throughout the entire range of calibers, but hunting ammunition supply has fallen because of a lack of production by 
manufacturers. 
 “Walmart may be the world’s largest retailer and the nation’s top seller of firearms, but that doesn’t mean the 

shopping behemoth has any better luck getting boxes of bullets on its shelves.” 
 “‘I haven’t seen it getting better,’ Cody Grove, manager of the Great Falls store, said of the ammunition shortage 

that’s spread across America this year. The hardest-to-get item appears to be the ‘brick’ of .22 caliber bullets that 
packs 500 rounds in a box.” 

 “‘There is high demand. When we get it in, it’s already sold,’ he said.” 
 “He concurred that the popular .22 LR (long rifle) caliber in Great Falls is essentially impossible to find.” 
 “Jim Mitchell, owner of Mitchell Supply in Great Falls said the shortage has hit most of the basic calibers at his 

firearms shop the whole year. ‘It’s not getting any better,’ he said.” 
 “Mitchell cast some blame on gun legislation in some states, particularly a bill in California that would require 

individuals pass a background check, get a permit and pay a fee to buy ammunition. He surmised that the bulk of 
the ammunition supply is shooting off to the Golden State where gun owners are buying it up in anticipation of that 
control.” 

 “California’s ammo bill, one of many firearms control measures, has passed the state’s Senate and an Assembly 
committee, potentially taking effect July 1, 2015. It’s causing a lot of hoarding, Mitchell said.” 

 “Another cause of consumer stockpiling is expected taxes in several states on ammunition, possibly 7 cents to 9 
cents a round, Mitchell said. At that rate, ‘There’s more tax on a box of .22s than it’s worth,’ he said.” 

 “It’s obviously driven by concerns about legislation. Sales have spiked the last several years on this self-fulfilling 
prophecy,” said Lawrence Keane, senior vice president of the National Shooting Sports Foundation.” 

 “In general, the availability of ammunition depends on the caliber, Simpson said. Cartridges of .22 caliber, .40-
caliber SW (Smith & Wesson), .45-caliber ACP (the popular .45 round named for Automatic Colt Pistol) and 9-mm are 
on the shelves occasionally. Ammo for the M-16 and its similar cousins the AR15- and Bushmaster-type semi-
automatic rifles (.223 caliber and similar 5.56 mm) are virtually impossible to find, he said, as are the 7.62 mm and 
.308-caliber rounds used in AK-47- and M-14-style semi-automatic rifles.” 

 “Other calibers such as the .270 caliber and .30-06 big-game hunting calibers also are suffering in supply because 
manufacturers are concentrating on filling the high demand for military and law-enforcement weapons, Simpson 
said.” 

 “‘That’s going to cause a problem come hunting season,’ he said, although production of shotgun shells hasn’t been 
hit by the shortages.” 

 “‘Manufacturers are gearing up and focusing on demand issues. They’ll run (.223 caliber) for several months, then 
retool and run something else,’ he said. ‘They are not going to retool to other calibers when their volume is in their 
more common calibers.’” 

 “New Orleans TV station WDSU reported in mid-July that a box of 9-mm cartridges that normally sold for $15 now 
runs $50 in the Crescent City.” 

 “Firearms availability may be bouncing back slightly, but ammunition is not, Simpson said.” 
 “[Mike Bazinet, public affairs director at NSSF] said a major reason for the dearth of .22-caliber ammunition is that 

‘so many new platforms have been introduced in that caliber. A variety of handguns and semi-autos that look like 
their (larger caliber) counterparts and modern sporting rifles’ have come out using the .22 LR bore. That all creates 
increased demand for the smaller, cheaper cartridges.” 

 “‘People shoot more these days. They buy a gun and go out and shoot it. Firearm ownership is wider than it’s ever 
been. Month-over-month firearm purchases have been rising for the last three years straight,’ he said, according to 
figures from the criminal background-check system.” 

 
 Aug. 28 Guns.com article 

The Aerospace firm RUAG has plans to invest “double-digit millions” in its ammunition manufacturing expansion because 
of increased demand from the United States, Germany, Hungary, Sweden and Switzerland. 
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 “European Aerospace firm RUAG has announced that they will be investing in expanding their ammunition 
manufacturing capabilities. This is welcome news as the American appetite for ammo is draining supply lines 
globally.” 

 “RUAG Ammotec makes a variety of loads, mostly for common service calibers as they tend to be a military supplier. 
They make practice, target, defense, frangible and lead-free loads for several calibers from 9mm Parabellum and .38 
Special to .338 Lapua Magnum .50 BMG. They make non-corrosive nickel-plated steel-cased ammo that’s also 
growing in popularity with shooters on a budget.” 

 “The firm posted a statement to say that they’re sensitive to increasing 
needs of shooters everywhere and is ready to ramp up their facilities over 
the next three years to keep up with the new demand standard.” 

 “They have not ironed out all the details but plan to invest ‘double-digit 
millions’ Euro for the expansion. ‘It is the biggest project of its kind in the 
history of RUAG Ammotec.’” 

 “Shooters across the nation emptied store shelves of their ammunition 
earlier this year in the wake of calls for increased gun control. 
Manufacturers are having a hard time re-stocking them, although the 
pressure is backing off.” 

 “There are some manufacturers who are not increasing their manufacturing 
capacity to keep up with market demand as they perceive the market will return to previous demand levels following 
this particular bubble, however, many manufacturers taking advantage of the increased sales to expand.” 

 “Ammo manufacturing expansion stalled out a few years ago, but now, with new gun owners and shooting 
enthusiasts popping up every day, it’s safe to say that the market is expanding, and rapidly.” 

 “RUAG is responding to not just the increased demand for ammo in the U.S. but all Germany, Hungary, Sweden and 
Switzerland.” 

 “This follows the announcement of another Remington ammo plant in Lonoke, Ark. Remington has finalized much of 
the project and is already working on building the new facility, which is expected to cost about $32 million.” 

 “The increased ammo supply will hopefully help ammo prices return to pre-panic levels as soon as possible.” 
 
 
GUNS 
The following two articles stressed that Maryland’s higher gun sales are directly related to the state’s legislation. Sturm, Ruger 
& Co. is expanding its facilities to keep up with demand. 
 
 Sept. 8 article from The Washington Times 

Gun control laws will kick in on Oct. 1 in Maryland, which prompted new and longtime gun consumers to snatch up 
firearms at a recent Annapolis gun show. The area’s gun purchases over the last eight months are up 20% year to year. 
 “A weekend gun show at the Annapolis National Guard Armory saw a steady 

stream of longtime owners and potential first-time buyers eager to snap up 
pistols, rifles, scopes and bullets—some of which will be prohibited when 
new laws take effect next month.” 

 “Maryland’s sweeping gun control laws are set to be enforced on Oct. 1, and 
opinionated dealers and customers were making the most of the waning 
time.” 

 “Longtime gun dealer David Greer, 69, of Crownsville, Md., said in the past 
few months he’d seen larger crowds at gun shows as buyers try to beat the 
cutoff.” 

 “‘A lot of people are realizing it’ll be much more difficult and much more 
intrusive,’ he said. ‘They’re trying to get in under the wire.’” 

 “The Firearm Safety Act 2013 was passed by the Democrat-controlled 
General Assembly in April. Proposed by Democratic Gov. Martin O’Malley in 
January after the mass shooting a month earlier at Sandy Hook Elementary 
School in Newtown, Conn., the legislative package adds 45 guns to a list of 
banned assault weapons, limits handgun magazines to 10 rounds, and 

RUAG is responding to not just 
the increased demand for 
ammo in the U.S. but all 
Germany, Hungary, Sweden 
and Switzerland. 

Guns.com Article 

State Police say that through 
Aug. 31 they had received 
85,141 gun-purchase 
applications this year—up more 
than 20 percent from all of last 
year—and officials have 
processed 46,942 of this 
year’s applications. He said 
officials have doubled staffing 
numbers to speed up the 
processing of applications. 

The Washington Times 
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requires gun buyers to submit their fingerprints and obtain a handgun qualification license.” 
 “The law grandfathers in people who own or purchase their firearms before Oct. 1.” 
 “‘I think everybody needs to start pushing gun safety and gun responsibility,’ she said, as her friend ‘Harry’ chimed in 

that he didn’t mind requiring fingerprints for gun buyers but had spent the last few months stocking up on 
ammunition that was in short supply.” 

 “State Police say that through Aug. 31 they had received 85,141 gun-purchase applications this year—up more than 
20 percent from all of last year—and officials have processed 46,942 of this year’s applications. He said officials 
have doubled staffing numbers to speed up the processing of applications.” 

 “‘You see very few young and up and coming people,’ he said. ‘You see people who’ve bought guns, you see older 
people. This is not about what everybody thinks it is. This is a plan to disarm America.’” 

 
 Aug. 14 Rocky Mount Telegram article 

Sturm, Ruger & Co. is opening a new factory in North Carolina to fulfill rising demand for guns. The company relates this 
accelerated demand to recently passed state gun-control laws and the recent gun-control legislation attempt at the 
national level. 
 “Sturm, Ruger & Co. said Tuesday that it aims to keep up with demand for its guns by opening a new factory in the 

small North Carolina community already home to America’s largest firearms maker.” 
 “Southport, Conn.-based Sturm, Ruger says it will open a new factory in Mayodan to meet firearm demand that has 

spiked since Congress and some states sought to toughen gun controls. The community is already headquarters to 
Freedom Group Inc., which owns Bushmaster, Remington and other firearms brands.” 

 “The plant is expected to employ more than 470 workers in Rockingham County, where the unemployment rate is 
10.3 percent. Sturm, Ruger could receive nearly $13 million in state tax breaks, employee training, infrastructure 
construction and other incentives, a state Commerce Department spokesman said. Local governments are expected 
to contribute more sweeteners next month.” 

 “Sturm, Ruger makes semi-automatic, magazine-fed rifles as well as traditional hunting rifles and pistols. It said last 
month that it wanted to open its third factory in a former Unifi Inc. textile plant in Mayodan, the company’s first major 
expansion in more than 25 years.” 

 “Connecticut’s firearms industry has been embattled since 20 first-graders and six educators were killed in the Dec. 
14 shooting at Sandy Hook Elementary School in Newtown. The state then adopted a package of gun control 
measures that are considered among the strictest in the nation. They include an expanded assault weapons ban, 
additional background checks gun purchases and ammunition purchases, and a ban on large-capacity ammunition 
magazines.” 

 “Sturm, Ruger said last month that second-quarter profit soared 79 percent on higher sales on strong demand for 
guns.” 

 “President Barack Obama and some lawmakers called for tougher gun laws after the Newtown slayings, but a 
proposal to expand background checks nationwide failed in the U.S. Senate.” 

 “‘We believe the strong demand for our products was due to the anti-gun political environment at both national and 
state levels,’ CEO Michael Fifer told stock analysts earlier this month.” 

 “The Mayodan plant will produce new gun models that haven’t yet been announced, Fifer told analysts. The new 
machine tools used for the Mayodan plan have already been ordered and production expected to begin early next 
year, Fifer said.” 

 
 
 

Additional research by Scott Martin, Renee Euchner, Carolyn Marshall, Kevin Murphy, Colin Gustafson, Tina Strasser,  
Cindy Elsberry and Mason Rudy 
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